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PREFACE
The growing demand for better instruction in modern

languages and the consequent inquiries into the

methods adopted in other countries have led

many English teachers to consider how their pupils

can best learn to pronounce French and German.

The compilers of Grammars and First Courses have

not been slow to take note of this tendency, and

hardly a book of this kind has been issued in the

last few years which does not supply a chapter on
' pronunciation.' Some, indeed, frankly refuse to do

so, alleging that the teacher alone can supply the re-

quired help ; this is no doubt true as far as the learner

is concerned, but no aid is given to the teacher. In

others we find certain ' rules,' of which many are

quite wrong, and even an ' imitated pronunciation,'

which has only to be read aloud by those familiar

with the language to be at once rejected as a gross

travesty.

But it is not only in connection with French and

German that this unscientific treatment of the living

sounds of speech has had grave consequences. In

English the spelling of words represents a pronuncia-

tion that has long been superseded ; the real language

of sounds has developed unceasingly, the conventional
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le o^^symbols have undergone but little change. Some
the irregularities of our spelling are obvious, and the

representation of a variety of sounds by ough has

been instanced many times. But the full extent to

which the sounds and the signs are opposed to each

other is hardly suspected by the untrained observer

;

and he is so much under the influence of the written

form of words that he often refuses to accept the

phonetician's accurate record of his speech as repre-

senting his pronunciation. Very few of those who
have given no special attention to the sounds as such

are able to give the pronunciation of the common
words waSy had, of, the, which they themselves are

constantly using ; and they are not a little shocked

at hearing that they regularly drop h in the weak

forms of him and her. When these and many other

unexpected facts have been pointed out, the absolute

inadequacy of the spelling as a guide to the pro-

nunciation is clearly recognised, and the question

is often asked. What is to be regarded as the

standard ? What is the ' best English ' 1

Opinions are still much divided, but a definite

course must be taken. In England the capital has

so long exerted a preponderating influence in life

and in letters, an influence which shows no signs

of waning, that we may confidently regard London

(or southern English) speech as the standard. Not,

of course, ' cockney ' speech, but the speech of educated

men and women. If in any particular case it can be

determined what is the pronunciation of the clear

majority of educated Londoners, this may be accepted

as ' correct.' Unfortunately, the number of trained
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observers is small, and it is consequently hard to

obtain statistics ; but in many cases one's own circle

of acquaintances suffices for determining doubtful

points. In France the same is true of good Parisian

French; while in Germany the best Berlin speech,

and, above all, the language of the stage as de-

termined by a recent conference, are to be taken

as the standard ; the speech of Hanover contains

so many provincial peculiarities that it cannot by

any means be regarded as a model.

The object of this little book is to clear away

many misconceptions that exist as to the spoken

language of England, France and Germany. For

English this has been done by Dr Henry Sweet,

whose admirable Primer of Spoken English is, how-

ever, by no means as well known as it should be :

and the Walter Crane Readers, written by Miss

Dale, the first books for teaching English reading

in which the spoken language is made the starting-

point, whilst the conventional spelling is retained,

should do much to bring about an improvement, par-

ticularly in preventing what is vaguely described as

' affected ' or as ' slovenly ' speech.

The term ' affected ' usually refers to a manner of

speech which is felt to be unlike that commonly em-

ployed by people belonging to the same class or set

as the speaker, and which is regarded as an endeavour

to improve on that speech. The speaker thus as-

sumes an attitude of superiority, which causes the

usual resentment. It is therefore obvious that the

term is relative : what is ' affected ' in one set may
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excite no remark in another. This ' affectation ' ap-

pears, as a rule, most strikingly in the pronunciation

of certain words, which are then quoted in proof of

the charge made. To the student of phonetics this

is an indication of some value, but as yet little has

been done to gather such expressions of opinion.

We are unable to give a good account of the leading

features of the academic, the sporting, or the clerical

varieties of southern English speech, though these

are spoken by members of the same social class ;^.
much less has any attempt been made to describeMI

the dialects of ' cockney ' English. '

Those who use ' slovenly ' speech may be said to

represent the radical tendency ; they yield uncondi-

tionally to the most recent developments of speech,

many of which never obtain general acceptance. They
have either had no careful training in their youth, or

the attention they give to other matters has made
them indifferent to this. In many cases such an

explanation may be found for carelessness of utter-

ance ; but when slovenly speech is met with in the

lecturer or preacher, it may well cause surprise, and

the teacher of elocution is as necessary for correcting

this defect as in questions of voice production.

This is not the place to discuss how far teachers

and manuals of elocution are satisfactory. But it

may be well to point out that the delivery of a

public speaker must naturally differ from ordinary

speech, just as the face-play and gestures of the

actor differ from what we are accustomed to see in

everyday life. The teacher of elocution will rightly

insist upon perfect distinctness of speech ; he will
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give valuable directions for breathing, and for the

use of varying pitch of voice to express the emotions
;

but he is altogether mistaken, if he denounces the

ordinary speech of the educated as 'slovenly,' and

he essays a hopeless task if he sets himself to check

the natural progress of the language. It is right

that he should adopt a conservative attitude ; but he

must be careful not to teach any particular pronuncia-

tion if he has reason to believe that it is not accepted

by the majority of educated speakers ; that is to say,

if it is not standard English.

It does not seem to be quite generally understood

that the development of language is a natural pro-

gress ; and the word ' decay,' still sometimes applied

to it, should be relegated to the limbo of forgotten

grammatical terms and catch-words.

This book will, however, in all probability first

be used by teachers of French and German, and to

their notice it is specially commended. Of late

years, in every serious discussion of the methods of

teaching modern languages, it has been urged that a

training in phonetics is not merely advantageous, but

essential, if the teachers are English men and women,
as they undoubtedly should be in the overwhelming

majority of cases. The Elements of Phonetics are

based on the well-known works of Professor Vietor,

one of the pioneers of the ' reform ' movement. The
proofs have been most carefully revised by him, as

well as by Dr R. J. Lloyd, Honorary Reader in

Phonetics, University College, Liverpool ; by Miss

Dale, author of the "Walter Crane Readers"; by
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M.Aj||Dr H. Frank Heath ; by Mr W. G. Lipscomb, M.

Honorary Secretary of the Modern Language Asso

elation; by Mr H. W. Atkinson, M.A., of Rossall
|

School ; and by Mr A. T. Baker, B. A., Ph.D., of thM
County High School, Isleworth.

Teachers and students have in this book an ele-

mentary guide to a subject which cannot fail to interest

them; a guide which is trustworthy, and will help

the teacher to level the path of his pupils, and the

student to gain an insight into the working of lan-

guage which he could acquire in no other way
The description of the 'Organs of Speech' (§§ 1-20)

I have written myself; the rest is largely a transla-

tion of the corresponding part of the Rhine Phonetik.

For shortcomings I accept full responsibility ; the

credit for most of what is good is due to Professor

Vietor, and to the friends already mentioned. For

any suggestions which will make the book more lucid

or more accurate I shall be very grateful.

WALTER RIPPMANN.
London,

Christmas, 1898.
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THE ORGANS OF SPEECH.

Plate III. in A. v. Luschkd's * Der SchJundkopf des Menschen,' reproduced by permission o.

the Publishers, Messrs H. Laupp & Co., Tubingen.



I
THE ORGANS OF SPEECH.

§ 1. The current of air issuing from the lungs is the

essential element of all speech. It is the rough

material from Avhich we obtain an endless variety

of sounds, the current of air being acted upon by

the articulations, which produce or modify sound.

We shall consider first the organs of breathing

:

diaphragm, lungs and windpipe; and then the organs of

articulation and of resonance—the * organs of speech

'

in a narrower sense—larynx, mouth and nose.

ORGANS OF BREATHING.

§ 2. In ordinary breathing, the diaphragm—which

is convex if viewed from above (like the top of a

balloon, roughly)—is flattened by muscular action

and the ribs are expanded : the lungs have more

room and air is dra-wn in ; this is inhalation. Then
the diaphragm reverts to its natural form ; the space

which the lungs can occupy becomes smaller and the

air is forced out, after undergoing certain chemical

changes which do not concern us here ; this is

exhalation or expiration.

As a rule the breath is drawn in and expelled

through the nose, windpipe and the bronchial tubes

A ^
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K Innrrc *which communicate with the left and right lungs

respectively ; the two processes take about the same

time in breathing.

By means of the laryngoscope we can look right down
the throat, and even see the branching off of the bronchial

tubes ; see the diagram on p. 6.

§ 3. In speaking the conditions are somewhat dif- .

ferent. As the exhaling of breath requires ^^Hl
muscular action, but merely implies the return ^™'
the diaphragm to what we may call its natural posi-

tion, it is better suited for the production of speech

than inhalation. Consequently certain muscles are

employed to hasten the process of drawing in the

'breath and to prolong that of exhaling, as also to

regulate the pressure of air in each case, according as

the speech sounds to be uttered require it. The

breath passes almost entirely through the mouth.

It is not impossible to speak by means of inhaled breath,

and short words are sometimes produced in this way ; e.g.

710, or the first sound in oh clear.

ORGANS OF ARTICULATION AND
RESONANCE.

The Larynx.

§ 4. The upper part of the windpipe is called the

larynx. As it is of particular importance for the

production of speech, but cannot generally be ex-

amined as easily as the organs of the mouth, a

somewhat detailed description will be necessary.
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§ 5. The relative position of the larynx is clear

from the plate opposite p. 1.

Its shape is due mainly to

the thyroid cartilage (or 'shield cartilage'), known
also as the 'Adam's Apple,' No. 1 on the

diagrams (on pp. 3 and 5).

Pit consists of a shield, the two halves of

which are joined in front, forming an edge,

which can be felt through the skin, and which

is particularly noticeable in the case of men.

At the back these 'halves' do not meet, but

leave a space for

the cricoid cartilage (or *ring cartilage'), No. 4 on

the diagrams. This has roughly the shape of
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a signet ring, with the signet behind ; the front

half of it can easily be felt underneath the lower

edge of the * shield ' cartilage.

The two arytenoid caitilages ('adjusting cartilages')

have a very irregular shape ; ^ they are numbered

2 on the diagrams. With their base they rest

on the 'signet' of the ring cartilage; and one

side of each is attached to one of. . , , /.-

the two vocal dm'ds. (The left diagram on p. 3 gives

the cartilages only ; the chords, numbered 3, ap-

pear in the right diagram, and in that on p. 5).

These are horizontal membranes stretching from

the 'signet' of the ring cartilage (where each

is attached to one of the adjusting cartilages),

to the inner edge where the halves of the shield

cartilage meet. The vocal chords are connected

with the left and right walls of the larynx re-

spectively.

The interval between the vocal chords is called

the glottis ; we may further distinguish that part

which lies between the adjusting cartilages as

the whispering (or cartilaginous) glottis, the rest

as the voice glottis.

§ 6. The following diagram is a transverse section

of the larynx, the line of section being directly in

front of that part of the adjusting cartilages which

is connected with the vocal chords.

^ As a matter of fact they have roughly the shape of a three-

sided pyramid, though this is not obvious from the diagrams.
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This clearly shows the narrowing of the larynx through

which the breath has to pass. 1 , 1 are the ' half shields ' of

the thyroid, 4,4, sections of the ring cartilage ; 3,3' are

the left and right vocal chords respectively. Immediately

Î̂K/^'tiboVe them there is-^ narrow recess -(the * sacculus oflA ^

^^V Morgagni ') and above it are the so-called * false vocal

^^B chords,' which play no part in the production of speech.

§ 7. The larynx can be closed above by a kind of

lid, the epiglottis (No. 5 on the diagrams, pp. 3 and 5);

this is regularly done in eating and drinking in order

to prevent the food from entering the windpipe.

§ 8. In ordinary h'eathing the epiglottis is raised

and the glottis is open, so as to leave a free passage

for the air. If we require an exceptional amount of

JiA^'

I
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air, say for blowing out a candle, the glottis is opened

to its fullest extent, as is shown in the following

diagram.

Laryugoscopic view of the vocal chords opened to their widest extent,

showing the windpipe to its bifurcation.

§ 9. In speaking the larynx plays a far more im-

portant part.

In the case of some sounds it is passive, remaining

in the same position as for ordinary breathing. . .

Sometimes the glottis is narrow,^ ancT the breath

brushes past the edges of the vocal chords, which

gives an [h] sound (see § 24). Or the chords are

pressed closely together, the air is stopped for a

moment and then bursts the closure. Then we have,

according to the amount of energy expended, a

' glottal stop,' ' clearing the throat,' or * coughing

'

_(see § 32). These sounds do not, however, occur

to any large extent in ordinary speech.

§ 10. Far the most important function of the vocal

^ The way in which the adjusting cartilages can change

the size of the glottis is shown in the note on p. 8.
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chords is the production of voice, which is an essential

element of the majority of sounds in ordinary speech.

When the vocal chords are brought near to one an-

other and suitably stretched the current of breath is

able to set them vibrating fast enough to produce a

musical sound, which is here termed ' voice.' Those

sounds which are produced by breath which has first

set the vocal chords vibrating, i.e. sounds with

'voice,' are called voiced; and those in the production

of which this vibration plays no part are voiceless.

In whispering the voice glottis (see § 5) is closed,

and the air passes through the whispering glottis

only; there is hardly any difference of pitch, and the

'voiced' sounds of ordinary speech are uttered without

voice.'

Note 1.—It is Avell to gain a clear idea of what is meant

by * voice ' ; and it is not hard to do so, as the vibration of

the vocal chords may be felt in various ways. It is con-

venient to use pairs of sounds like [v, fj, [z, s] or [3, /],^

for we can continue them for some time. If then we utter

the first of each pair, and place a finger on the throat, or

close our ears, or put our hand on the top of our head, we

shall notice quite distinctly that the chords are vibrating.

If we then utter the second sound of each pair we shall

miss the vibrations. The difference becomes very marked

if we alternate between the voiced and voiceless sounds,

saying, e.g. [zszszs], without making a break between

them. When this has been tried with 'continuants,'

the vibration in the case of voiced 'stops,' e.g. [g, d, b],|

will not escape notice ; and the absence of ' voice ' will also

be recognised as the peculiar feature of whispered speech.

Note 2.—The explanation of the vocal chords given

^ [3] is the soimd written s in leisure; [/] is the sound

usually written sh.
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above has purposely been made in the simplest terms, and

may suffice to give some idea of their function. It is,

however, not without interest to see the way in which

various muscles act on the adjusting (arytenoid) carti-

lages, so as to enable these to draw the vocal chords into

various positions suitable to the exigencies of speech, sing-

ing and so on. The following diagrams are taken from

Professor Alex. Macalister's Textbook of Human Anatomy.lazomv^^

4he acd^HOpening of the glottis, showing the

of the crico-arytenoideus positicus

which draws the arytenoid cartilages from

I to II, II.

Closing of the voice glottis, showing the

action of the thyro-arytenoid muscles, draw-

ing the vocal chords from II, II to I, I.

Closure of voice glottis and breath glottis

showing the action of the arytenoideus pro-

piius muscle, drawing the aiytenold cartilages

from the neutral position I, I to the position

II, II.
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i\^o^e 3.—The whole range of the human voice is about

four octaves ; but in any individual it is rarely more than

from two to two and a half octaves.

The ' tone of voice ' as a whole depends on the nature of

the vocal chords : when they are relatively long and thick

(as usually in men), the vibrations are slower and the voice

deeper ; when they are shorter and thinner (as in women
and children), the vibrations are more rapid and the voice

higber.
^j^,;, , ...Sa, n^liuM.^/'l^^^^^-^^

-^;
Differences of pitcn in the same voice are obtained by *"

,

varying degrees of tension in the vocal chords, and ^f

force in the current of air. A sound may be of uniform

pitch and vary in loudness ; such variation is due to an

increase or decrease in the force of expiration. ^ X' ^f'..».

The Mouth.

§ 11. In discussing the organs of the mouth, it

will not be necessary to give detailed descriptions

;

for the inside of the mouth can be easily examined.

It is surprising how few people have ever looked well

into their mouth. The student of phonetics should always

have a hand-glass by his side, and should use it constantly,

until he is quite familiar with the appearance of the ' oral

'

organs of speech. He will very soon find out the best

angle at which to hold it, so that the mirror may at once

reflect light into the mouth and enable him to watch it. „
, ^ .

§ 12. The pJmrynx is the hollow space above the i^c^/^^

larynx, separated from it by the epiglottis
^^

(see § 7). It is at the same time the back

part of the cavern of the mouth, from the rest

of which it is separated (during nasal breath-

ing) by

the soft palate or vehm, the end of which is

the uvula, which can be clearly seen by means of a

hand-glass. The soft palate passes over into
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the hard palate ; the difference can be easily noticed

by letting the tip of the finger travel along

the roof of the mouth from front to back.

§ 13. In hreathing i\\Q venim hangs down as a rule,

leaving a free passage for the air on its way through

nose, pharynx, larynx, windpipe, bronchial tubes and

lungs.

§ 14. In speaking, on the other hand, the velum in

most cases closes the nasal passage completely by

pressing against the back surface of the pharynx

;

the breath can then pass through the mouth only.

In some sounds, however, the velum is lowered,

and breath passes through the nose as well as the

mouth (" nasal vowels ") ; or the passage through

the mouth is closed, and the breath can pass

through the nose only (" nasals ").

It is easy to determiue whether a sound is oral or nasal,

or both. A flat ruler is placed with one edge on the upper

lip, with the other against cold glass. The breath as it

issues will dim the glass ; and therefore if the sound is

nasal, the glass will be dimmed above the ruler. To
ascertain the relative amount of oral and nasal breath in

a vowel we require delicate instruments.

§ 15. When the current of air has caused the vocal

chords to vibrate, and then passes out through the

imouth without encountering any obstruction or check,

jthe result is a j^z^re or (yral vowel ; if the breath has

( not produced voice before passing through the mouth,

we obtain the corresponding [h] sound (see §§ 26, 75).
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If the soft palate has not closed the passage through

the nose, and some ci the breath is allowed to escape

that way, the result is a nasal vowel.

§ 16. The nature of the vowel varies according to

the shape of the oral passage (the passage through

the nose being invariable.) The inside of the mouth

assumes different shapes, owing to changes of

the tongue : this is quite the most important instru-

ment in modifying the current of breath, and

thus causing variety in vowels. It is capable

of assuming many shapes ; some may be seen

in the transverse sections on pp. 28, 29. We
distinguish the point of the tongue, the blade

(above and behind the point when^thfi-Jtongue

lies flat), the front (yet further behind), and the

hack ; also the ridge or dorsum (an imaginary line

drawn along the centre of the top of the tongue

from end to end), and the rims (running down
both sides of the tongue when it lies flat).

The lips also vary in shape, and thus modify the

quality of vowels. As may be seen from the

diagrams opposite p. 27, the corners of the mouth

can be drawn far back, the lips may be left

as in breathing through the mouth, or they

may be rounded till only a very small opening

is left; there are obviously numberless inter-

mediate stages between these.

The lower jaw is lowered to various degrees; usually

this coincides with a change of tongue posi-

tion. The lowering (or the angle of the jaws,

or the distance between the rows of teeth)

r\7
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is generally greatest when the tongue is flat,

and smallest when some part of the tongue i^gi

raised to its utmost. ^Hl
In ordinary breathing the rows of teeth and the lips

are closed, and the tongue fills almost the whole of the

mouth.

§ 17. The current of air, with or without 'voice,'

may not have a free passage : it may have to make its

way through a narrowing, or to force its way through

,
an absolute stoppage. Sounds thus produced are

called (voiced or voiceless) consonants.

There may be merely a narrowing. Then tl

breath brushes past ; there is friction ; we may
continue the sound as long as our breath lasts.

The result is a (voiced or voiceless) continuant (or

fricative).

The passage may be completely closed. The
breath is stopped for a moment (or for a little

time); but then it bursts through the obstacle with a

little explosion. The result is a (voiced or voiceless)

stop (or plosive or explosive). When the breath issues

through the nose, it is a (voiced or voiceless) Tiasal.

§ 18. This narrowing or closure may take place in

many parts of the mouth i

:

between the back of the tongue and the soft palate,

back (guttural, velar) continuants, stops, nasals

;

between the front of the tongue and the hard palate,

front (palatal) continuants, stops, nasals

;

between the point (or blade) of the tongue and the

^ For examples of these sounds see the table on pp. 18, 19.

^Jl ^ -^ CA^l^A^e/j^ibi'
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upper teeth, or the ridge (called 'alveoles')

above the upper teeth, or the hard palate,

dental (point, lingual) continuants, stops, nasals;

between the lower lip and upper teeth,

labiodental (lip-teeth) continuants, stops

;

between the lips,

bilabial (lip-lip) continuants, stops, nasals.

§ 19. Little remains to be said about

The Nose.

It has been pointed out that in breathing the velum

is lowered so as to leave a free passage for the breath.

In speaking the nose plays a subordinate part, as it

serves only to give a passage to breath in the nasal

vowels and the nasals.

The resonances of the hollows of the nose are in-

variable, as the shape of these hollows is subject to

no change.

In English speech, and generally in singing,

most vowels have some nasal resonance, due to

the passage through the nose not being firmly

closed by the velum. In speech it is not usually

noticed, when it is slight; when it is marked,

we call it a ' nasal twang.' Singers use it

because the additional resonance adds to the

sonority of the voice.
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NOTE.

§ 20. A few common misconceptions may here b(

mentioned.

No sound is produced 'in the chest' or 'in the

head ' : a man may speak as though his voice came

from his boots, and a * ventriloquist ' may pretend to

talk ventrally, but no sound is produced lower than

the 'Adam's apple.'

We say ' he is speaking through his nose ' when a

person has a bad cold. The exact opposite is the

case, for the passage through the nose is obstructed

and the breath cannot make its way through it. The

most obvious result is the substitution of [g, d, b]

for [y], n, m].

It is sometimes maintained that children have an

innate aptitude for learning the language of their

country : but a child will learn the language of the

people who take care of it, even though it be quite

different to that of its parents, and will learn it just

as well as a native child.

The pronunciation of a foreign language cannot be

learnt by means of an ' imitated pronunciation,' such

as is supplied in numerous Elementary Grammars,

First Courses, etc. It is impossible to represent the

sounds of one language by means of symbols which

are used in another language to designate sounds only

approximately like them. Thus foh appears in one

of these books for the French fant, and clay for elef

;
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•• in both cases the reader who has no further help will

pronounce diphthongs in place of the simple long

vowels, and in the second word a cl with c so far

forward as almost to become a t, and certainly with

an English /.





THE SEPARATE SOUNDS.

Designation of Sounds.

§ 21. To avoid the necessity of constantly repeated

descriptions, we must be able to express each sound

by a clear and unmistakable symbol ; we require a

phonetic alphabet. The current spelling of English,

French and German will not serve our purpose, for

it is inconsistent (e.g. English not and what, French

si and ici, German vor and fin), or awkward and

inadequate (e.g. English thin, French mon, German
schon).

In this book a phonetic transcript [in square

brackets] is therefore employed, and it is the alpha-

bet of the Association PhonMique Internationale (the

journal of which is Le Mattre PhonMique, edited by

Dr Paul Passy, 11 route de Fontenay, Bourg-la-

Reine). The following table contains the symbols

for such sounds as we shall meet with in English,

French and German speech ; the value of those

symbols which are not familiar will become clear as

we proceed.

Clarendon type is employed to represent letters

and words in the conventional spelling.

B ^7
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^ [stops

tongue highest

tongue half-way

tongue lowest

lips lip and teeth

b p

m m

poiTit oft&figiie

d t

n n

.>>>^'

V f

V continitants , .q q

V F

S 6

s z 5 S

(y ")

(0 o)

(oe o)

= (e.g. in m, tj) means 'voiceless'; French prisme [prism].

: indicates length; English half [lia:f], French innd [in:e].

" over a symbol means 'not syllabic'; English now [naii].

' (preceding) indicates accent (stress) ; English balloon

[ba'luiwn].
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' front of torngue hack of tongiie uvula glottis

g k ?

^

^ J^ V V

^

-J

.

f"
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_ •'

1H
W-V'^ fs'

^J\

J ?
•

g X h

i (y) (tt) («)

,

e (0) 8 (o) (o)

e (ce) (0)

86 A
a a

nasal vowels: a e 5 de; thus French lent [la], fin [fe],

long [13], un [de].

( ) indicates lip rounding.

after a vowel means ' more open.'

^ after a vowel means * more close.
;



20 Articulation of the Larynx

ARTICULATION OF THE LARYNX.

1. Full opening of glottis.

§ 22. When the glottis (the interval between the

vocal chords) is fully opened, the breath passes

through without producing any sound.

Sound may, however, be subsequently produced,

when the breath reaches the articulations of mouth

and nose.

2. Slight opening of glottis and

closure of glottis.

§ 23. Notice the production of ' voice,' described

above in § 10 ; it is not a speech-sound of itself, but

an important part of many such sounds, which are

hence called voiced ; the rest are voiceless.

Slight oj)ening of glottis,

§ 24. If the glottis be made sufficiently narrow, the

breath brushing past the edges of the vocal chords

produces a voiceless glottal continuant (or fricative),

which we must not at once identify with the Greek
' spiritus asper ' or our own h. The phonetic symbol

is [h].1\v>1yuJUA ^vjkj^o c
^ / / *

1/ aJZ>Uv *-aUJI') t-t^-v^ KjLKK/ylCiyfi^^'AJi'O '

"
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There are many possible varieties of it : the cur-

^^^ent of breath may vary in force, the glottis may vary

^^fti narrowness ; or, again, the current of breath may
I^Hemain of the same force throughout, or its force

^Blistinctly increase or decrease; or the glottis may
remain the same throughout, or become narrower

and narrower ; and so on. When the current is very

considerable and the glottis very narrow, we have

what is known as 'wheezing.'

§ 25. It is possible to produce a voiced [h] sound

:

the voice-glottis (see § 5) is allowed to vibrate, and
^ the cartilaginous glottis is opened as for whispering.

Thus ' voice ' and the [h] sound are formed at the 1^
same time. Symbol [h]. ^ >v.vi-t.- -'

-^>V5 \'-V^-^/^^^ >*

§ 26. Apparently the glottal continuant [h] does

not occur in English, French or German in ordinary

speech : as a rule the various sounds which are

written h start with the glottis open, and it does not

become narrow until the production of the following

vowel. The sound of this h. results from the breath

passing through the mouth when its articulations

have already 'got into position 'for the vowel that

is going to be uttered. Indeed, this h may be re-

garded as unvoiced [a], [e], etc., according as the

following vowel is [a], [e], etc.

§ 27. As, however, h is felt to be a consonant of

uniform value, and as indeed in emphatic diction the

continuant [h] is actually used (in place of, or to-

gether with, the sounds just mentioned), we shall

proceed to discuss [h] here. , .. v% i^- /,-5
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§ 28. [h] varies according to the nature of the

current of breath.

If the current begins with full force for the [h],

and passes undiminished to the vowel, we have the

simple [h] ; this is its common form in German.

If the current distinctly diminishes before the

^ u . c^.^owel is sounded, we obtain the usual English form

.jk^^'^''"' of [h], more accurately [h>], or better still [<h>].
If on the other hand the current is weak at first,

and does not reach the maximum of force until the

sounding of the vowel, the resulting ' soft breath
'

no longer suggests a distinct [h] ; it may then pre-

cede an initial vowel without being felt as a

separate sound. We may designate it [h<] or

simply [<].

§ 29. English [h] (more accurately [h>] or

[<h>]): hold [hould] ([h>ould] [<h>ould]),

occurs only at the beginning of words; and before

accented vowels.

It is lost in enclitics when these are unaccented

('weak forms'), except at the beginning of a sen-

tence.

has

have

he

her

ioeak

>d
oz

8V

\
8

strong

hsed]

haez]

hsev]

hij
]

ha: ]

him im him
]

his iz hiz ]

JtUfJ^^^^ -f-u -4u<l
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Written h is mute in heir [ea], honest [onist], honour

[ona], hour [aua], and their derivatives ; also in John

[dson].

Some say a history, but an historical novel,

a habit, but an habitual action.

A * soft breath ' (see § 28) usually precedes the

initial vowel of a word : old [ould], more accurately

[<ould].

^ 30. French in regular speech has no [h]. The

written h, whether it be ' h muette ' or ' h aspiree,'

is in every case mute ; e.g. h^ros [ero] and heroine

[eroin]. ^

§ 31. For German [h] compare § 28. It occurs

only at the beginning of words : herab [he'rap], hinein

[hi'nain] ; elsewhere only before vowels with chief or

secondary accent (' Hauptton ' or ' Nebenton ') : Halt

[halt], Anhalt ['^anhalt] or ["?an'haltj.

[h] precedes a vowel with secondary accent al-

most exclusively in compound words; particularly

compounds with -halt [halt], preceded by a con-

sonant, as Weisheit ['vaishait] or by a vowel, as

Roheit ['ro:hait]. Also in Uhu ['?u:hu:], Schuhu

['Juihu:]; and in foreign words, as Alkohol ['^alkohol],

Sahara ['zarhara:].

In all other cases written h is mute, whether it be

etymologically justified, as in sehen [ze:an], sieh [zi:]

;

or a sign of lengthening, as in gehen [^eian], geh [^e:].
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Closure of glottis.

§ 32. If the current of breath is stopped by the

glottis being firmly closed, and if it suddenly bursts

through this obstacle, a voiceless stop is produced,

generally called the glottal stop. It is sometimes falsely

called * spiritus lenis.' Phonetic symbol p]. When
the production of [?] is energetic, we have what is

known as ' clearing the throat ' and ' coughing.'

§ 33. In English and French the sound hardly

occurs.

§ 34. In German the glottal stop [?] regularly pre-

cedes the vowel at the beginning of a word, or of the

second part of a compound, when the compound is

still felt as such.

ein [?ain], Verein [fer'?am] or [far'?ain], but

herein [he'rain].

The presence of this sound is particularly notice-

able in whispering.

There is no symbol for it in the current spelling

;

but as a general rule it occurs before initial vowels.

There are very few exceptions : they comprise words

compounded with particles, as herein [he'rain], and

foreign compounds, as Adept [Pa'dept].

Note.—It is necessary to insist again and again on

the presence of the glottal stop, in the case of

English pupils learning German. Germans complain

that English people who know German well are often

hard to understand, because they * run their words

together,' i.e. do not make use of the glottal stop.
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or oral (and nasal) passages.
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The diagrams on the foliowhig pages illustrate the

section on vowels. Tlud on page 27 represents the ^ vowel

triangle,^ and shows to what extent tJie lips and the tongue

are used in the production of the principal vowels ; it is a

modification of the diagram in Prof. Vietofs ^ Kleine

Phonetik.' The photographs on the opposite page are

new ; theij show the position of the lips in uttering normal

[i, e, a, 0, u] ; in English the lips are not usually

rounded or retracted quite so much. The diagrams on

j)p. 28, 29 are taken from an article hy Dr Pi. J. Lloyd

in * Neuere Sprachen ' ; tJiey have been inserted in order

to show the gradual raising of the tongue along the

[a]-[i] and [a]-[u] lines.
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28 Vowel Triangle

^
^
"^j^bLj

'f
r Em 1

z
(e) 1 ^-

AJ/1^Ns^ 1

^^h-

thEre /

3. '" f^-

Note.—These diagi-ams repre-

sent the northern English pro-

nunciation of Dr Lloyd. In

southern English the vowel of

pat is [ae], i.e. the front of the

tongue is a little higher.

; ^
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ARTICULATION OF THE MOUTH.

Full opening of the passages.

Voiced sounds : Vowels.

§ 35. Various tones of 'voice' (resulting from vary-

ing vibrations of the vocal chords) are modified by
the articulation of the mouth, which produces certain

resonances within the cavity of the mouth.

The musical pitch of the various resonances can

most easily be observed in whispering, for then there

is no ' voice ' blending with the resonance of the

mouth.

§ 36. The resonance of the mouth varies according to

(rt) the position of the tongue, which may be defined

relatively to two places of articulation :

the front or hard palate; this is the/ron/ or

palatal articulation of tongue and palate
;

the back or soft palate ; this is the hack,

guttural or velar articulation of tongue

and palate
;

there is also the middle or low or medio-palatal

articulation, when the middle of the tongue

is slightly raised.

{h) The position of the lips ; these may be :

drawn back at the corners
;

protruded or rounded

;

neutral (as in breathing through the mouth).

In the case of back vowels there is generally also

lip rounding ; and the higher the tongue is raised

the^ greater is the lip rounding {i.e. the opening
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becomes very small). If, however, there is no lip

rounding, this may to some extent be compensated

for by the tongue being drawn further back. The

raising of the tongue in the case of front vowels

is similarly accompanied by a drawing back of the

corners of the mouth.

The position of the lower jaw (angle of the jaws,

distance between the rows of teeth) varies, as a rule,

according to the raising of the tongue.

§ 37. We can raise (1) the front or (2) the back of

the tongue, until the interval between it and (1) the

front or (2) the back palate is very small indeed ; so

small that if they were brought any closer, the air

would brush past and produce no longer a vowel

but a continuant consonant. If we just avoid this we
shall obtain (1) the front (or palatal) vowel 'close'

[i] (diagram 1 on p. 28), and (2) the back (or

guttural) vowel * close ' [u] (diagram 8 on p. 29).

At the same time the part of the tongue not in action

will be lowered, i.e. in [ij the back and in [u] the

front ; and the lips will be more or less drawn back

for [i] and rounded for [u]. We have therefore in

[i] a tubular channel with slit opening, and in [u] a

hollow in the front part of the mouth with round

opening ; and so the pitch of [i] is high, and of [u]

low.

§ 38. When the middle of the tongue is slightly

raised we obtain the resonances for [a] sounds. In

the case of 'pure' [a] (see diagram 5 on p. 29),

the raising of the tongue is slightly nearer the hard

palate than the soft palate.
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§ 39. Between * close ' [i] and [a] there are the

resonances of

:

' open '
i [i] sounds,

* close' and 'middle' e [e, e] sounds,

* open ' e [e, ae] and ' clear ' a [a] sounds.

Between ' close ' [u] and [a] there are the reson-

ances of

:

' open ' u [u] sounds,

' close ' and ' middle ' o [o, o] sounds,

' open ' [o] sounds.

§ 40. Narrow and icide formation. " In forming

narrow vowels there is a feeling of tenseness in that

part of the tongue where the sound is formed, the

surface of the tongue being made more convex than

in its natural ' wide ' shape, in which it is relaxed

and flattened. This convexity of the tongue natur-

ally narrows the passage—whence the name. This

narrowing is produced by raising, not the whole body

of the tongue, but only that part of it which forms,

or helps to form, the sound " (Sweet). In English

the accented long vowels are narrow, but not as

narrow as in French, or even German ; the accented

short vowels are wide. In French, all accented

vowels are narrow. In German, the accented long

vowels are narrower than in English, not as narrow

as in French; and the accented short vowels are

wide.

§41. If the tongue position of front vowels [i, e] is

combined with the lip rounding of back vowels [u, o],

composite sounds result

:

vt>^ wx()L.
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' close '

[y],
' open '

[y], .

* close '

[0],
' open ' [oe].

Similar, but by no means identical, sounds

can be produced by a rounding of the tongue l

by raising the middle of the tongue rather more

than for [a] ; or by combining front (e.g. [i])

articulation with back (e.g. [u]) articulation, the

middle of the tongue being lowered.

PURE OR ORAL VOWELS
(Without Nasal Resonance).

Back or guttural vowels.

The u sounds

:

close [u], open [u].

§ 42. For [u] the place of articulation is further

back than in the case of any other vowel. The back

of the tongue is raised quite close to the soft palate,

and the front of the tongue is drawn down and back.

In the front of the mouth there is consequently a

fairly large place of resonance, the effect of which is

usually increased by the protrusion of the lips and

the formation of a round opening ; the rows of teeth

being fairly close.

The resonance of [u] has the lowest pitch of all

vowels.

The symbol [u] is generally used to designate both

the close sound and the open sound (strictly [u]).

§43. In English [u] there is usually slight lip

o
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rounding* There is no ' close ' [u], generally speak-

ing. The following are the usual [u] sounds :

The long [u] sound in too (No. 8 on p. 29 and

here) begins with open or middle [u], but towards the

end of the sound the lips are brought so close together

that consonantal [w] results
;
[tu:w] or simpler [tuw].

It is therefore not a single sound, but a diphthong.

^^ f( ^ ^^B^^^t

\:

As in the case of other long sounds, the long

[u] is shortened before voiceless consonants,

without, however, losing its diphthongal char-

acter : root [ruwt].

In syllables with little accent the first part of

the diphthong is shortened and passes into a

' mixed ' sound [ii] ^
; but [u] may suflSce to

designate it : July [dsuw'lai], more strictly

[dstiw'lai].

1 [ii] = [u] advanced towards the middle i)osition.

^,.
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Before the ' neutral ' vowel [a] the diphthong

loses its [w], and the [u:] is somewhat shortened :

cruel [kruial]; the tongue is somewhat lower

before r = [a]: poor [pu:9], almost [po:a]. (Even

[po:] is often heard.)

£^, The same sound occurs in the so-called ' long u,'

preceded by [j], which after voiceless sounds often

passes into the voiceless continuant [9] or even [J ]

;

as in new [njuw], tune [tjuwn] or [t9uwn].

In syllables with slight accent the treatment

of [juw] is like that of [uw] ; in unaccented

syllables we have [jii, jy, ja] : value [vselju] or

[vseljii], regular [regjub], or with [—jii—] or

with [—J9—]•

The sJiw't [u] sound in book is open : [buk], more

strictly [buk].

Before a voiced final consonant the accented

[u], as well as the consonant, is often pronounced

half-long : pull [pul].

Unaccented it becomes [u, ii, a], or is

dropped ;! useful [juwsful, —-fiil, —fal, —f]J

;

should [Sud, Jad, Jd].

§ 44. In French there is only close [u], and the

lips are much more rounded (the opening is smaller)

than in English or even in German close [u], so that

it is usually accompanied by a brushing of air past

the lips, which sounds somewhat like subdued

whistling.

^ Vocalic or syllabic [1].
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Long [u], e.g. in rouge [ru-.s] ; short [u] in route

[rut].

At the end of words the u sound, or at least

the end of it, is often uttered without ' voice/ f

but with whisper.

§ 45. In German there are two u sounds which

differ in quality and quantity.

Long [u] in du is close, i.e. the tongue is raised as

far as it can be raised without letting the current of

breath rub past and produce a continuant. The lips

are usually rounded, often very slightly ; du [du:].

In syllables before or after the chief accent

the sound is often shortened : Sudeten [zu'de:tan],

Jaguar ['ja:gua:r].

Short [u] in und is rather more open, i.e. the raising

of the tongue is not quite so great and not quite so

far back, the articulation is less decided, the lip

rounding weaker; und [?unt], strictly [?iint].

This short [u] is also the first element of the

rare diphthong ui [ui] in pfui [pfui].

We may also describe the second element

of the diphthong au [au] as a weak open [u],

although an [o] sound is sometimes substituted

for it.

The sounds :

close [o], open [o].

§ 46. These are intermediate between the u sounds

and the a sounds, and there is no clear dividing line
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in either direction. It will suffice to distinguish a

middle [0], half way between u and a as far as

articulation of tongue and lips is concerned, a

close [0]— as near again to u as it is to a,

—

and an open [0]— as near again to a as it is

to u. Thus

:

close u - " '>'-""

openu i(M;*6(WW '

close o '. Jf*^^^^^

middle vV-^

k-c-^^
open

Iv^Xl.^ 60Cu

There are sounds in which the raising of the

tongue is more forward or backward than the regular

line joining u and a.

Sounds which closely resemble a very open [0] are

formed by lowering the back of the tongue to the [a]

position, and even lower, and at the same time draw-

ing it back. It is convenient to treat these sounds

here. They are also designated [0].

§ 47. In English there are three qualities of in

accented syllables : the two kinds of ' long ' in no

and in lord, and the short sound in not.
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^

The so-called ' long o ' in no is rather a diphthong,

the first element of which is usually ' middle ' o [o],

though closer o also occurs. As a rule it is long [o:] ; it

is shortened before voiceless sounds and then becomes

half long. The second element may be regarded as

unaccented [u] ; but the tongue retains its [o] posi-

tion, while the lips gradually reach the [u] rounding.

; i.' ^
c

<

AT ^L^..^ _

n 1-€ /
r

(Ol ,/ jij
ir

A

^ ^ V

Thus: no [no(:)u], node [no(:)ud], but note [nout]

(No. 7 on page 29 and here).

In syllables with weak accent the first part

of the diphthong is a ' mixed ' sound [6] ^, and

the second part is usually dropped : fellow

[felou, felo], hotel [houtel, hb'tel]n^often with

silent h). In afi"ected speech this also occurs in

accented syllables ; oh [ou].

^ [o]=[o] retracted towards the middle position.
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When the accent is still weaker, or quite

missing, we have [o] becoming [g] : obey [o'bei,

a'bei], innocence [inbsans, inesans].

The other ' long o,' in lord [Io:d], is a ' narrow *

[o]-sound : the back of the tongue articulating nearer

to the velum (see § 12) ; the lip rounding is weak. It

is identical with a in all (No. 6 on page 29 and here),

; I 4
/I"T*^

1

CIH J^

\
i

c

P
All

"^

(Oj
{

1 ^
war, or with an, aw in laud, law. This is in standard

speech the only sound of o before r, if it is spoken as

an sound at all, and if it does not precede rr as in

sorry, or r followed by a vowel as in authority.

Before voiceless consonants the sound is reduced

to half-long, as in short.

Strictly speaking this [o:] is not a simple long

vowel, but is followed by a faint [o]-sound,

which must not be regarded as representing
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the r, as it occurs also where no r follows.

—

Only when r is final does it make its presence

felt by strengthening the [a], which then almost

gives the impression of a full syllable ; compare

law with lore. When a vowel follows, as in

glory, the r is pronounced as at the beginning

of words.

When quite unaccented, this sound often

passes into [o], and then also into the same
' mixed ' sound resembling [o] as [ou] described

above : authority [o'^oriti, o'^oritii]; or accented

[o:], unaccented [6, o].

The usual short o [o] in not [not] is ' wide,' as

compared with long [o:] ; the a in what [wot, ^ot] is

identical with it. Before voiced final consonants the

[o] becomes half-loug, as in dog [dog]. Before ss [s],

st [st], th [^], ff [f], long [o:] is frequently substituted

for the short sound, e.g. in cross, lost, cloth, off.

AVhen the accent is weak, this short [o] also

often passes into ' mixed ' [ii] : October [ok-,

bk'toubo] ; when still weaker, we even have [q] :

contain [kon-, kon'tein]. Loss of vowel, e.g. in

lesson [lesn].2

An open o sound (perhaps = [o:], which is con-

firmed by Miss Soames and by Storm, while Sweet

identifies it with [o] of [ou]), is also the first part

of the diphthong oi, oy in oil, boy ; the second

^ The final [i] is open ; it may also be written [e^].

^ fn] indicates vocalic or syllabic [n].
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part is [1] (more strictly a sound half-way be-

tween [i] and [e] = [ir]). Phonetic symbol [01]

;

hence [oil, bai].

§ 48. In French the sounds are partly close and

partly open. Close is long, e.g. in rose [ro:z],

short in c6t^ [kote]. Open is long in or [o:r], short

in robe [rob].

The close sound (as we noted in French [u]) is

more forward, and the lip rounding is stronger than

in the first part of English [oil] or in German [0].

The open sound is also ' narrow,' being distinguished

from the close sound, not by the muscular action being

relaxed, but by the tongue being lower.

Particularly the short [0] sho.vs a tendency to

pass over into the ' mixed ' [o] sound.

§ 49. In German we have a similar distinction of

quantity and quality, as in the case of the u sounds

(see § 45) ; the long is close [0], the short varies

between middle and open [o]. Thus so [zo:], but

Sonne [zona].

Except when it is final, [o:] is shortened to [0]

(not to [0]) if it precedes or follows the chief

accent. Thus somit [zo'mit], but also [''alzo:].

Short [0] is also the first part of the diphthong

eu, au (oi) in the speech of the stage ; the

second part is open [1] or [y], often a sound yet

more open. We shall express it by [01].
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Middle or low or mediopalatal vowels.

The a sounds

:

neutral [a], clear [a].

§ 50. The a sounds occupy a position between the

back and the front vowels.

We regard that a as ' pure ' or ' neutral ' in

which the tongue position coincides with the inter-

section of the [u]-[a] line and the [i]-[a] line (see

the diagram on p. 27), and the sound of which is

equally untinged by [o] and by [e].

The articulation of [a] consists of a very slight

raising of the middle of the tongue ridge ; as a rule

the front of the mouth is opened farther than in the

case of other vow^els.

Owing to this ' middle ' articulation there is much
scope for variety of a sounds. AVhen the tongue is

raised a little further back w^e obtain lower, darker

sounds resembling [o] ; w^hen it is raised a little

further forward we obtain higher, clearer sounds

resembling [ae] or [e]. ' Clear ' a will be designated

[a], where the distinction is important.

§51. In English standard speech there is the long

[a:] in father [fa:?Sa] (No. 5 on p. 29 and opposite) ;

and also a short sound, which is very close to neutral

[a], and is here designated [a], as in nut [uAt], etc.

The long [a:] is not altogether a simple sound ;

it is a half-long [a] together with a faint ' mixed '

sound, which is perhaps ' coronal ' (i.e. containinir
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[r], see § 70) and certainly differs very slightly from

[a:]. In the case of short [a] the back of the tongue

is raised a little more, and there may be a raising of

the front of the tongue as well, as in mixed vowels

(see § 69) ; thus it comes that—in addition to

the sound like [a]—there are varieties resembling

[a] or even [ae].

? irr ^
AT^^ k
^ kn

> ^km\—

I

r
^1

f Athe- / 1

(a) ,\^Â
Unaccented [a] passes into [a] : but, accented

[bAt], unaccented [bat].

The first elements of the diphthongs in high

and how may be regarded as a sounds tending

to ' mixed ' and even palatal [ae] articulation.

The former may be designated [ai] (the i lying

between i and e); the latter [au] (the u lying

between u and o).
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§52. In French there is (1) 'neutral' [a], long

in toe [a:m], short in pas [pa]
; (2) palatal or clear

[a], long in rage [ra.:^], short in ma [raa].

But as in the case of other French vowels, the

difference in quantity between the long and the

short sounds is not as marked as in English or

German.

Both a sounds may combine with a preceding

[w] ; we have [wa:] in croire, [wa] in crois,

[wa:] in boire, and [wa] in bois (verb). These

diphthongs are usually written oi.

§ 53. In German both long and short a, [a:] and

[a], as in Vater [faitar], was [vas] may on the whole

be regarded as ' pure.' It is true that in the North

particularly the short sound is often rather * clear

'

(see above, § 50), while in the greater part of

Middle and South Germany both long and short

[a] tend towards [o]. On the stage the tendency

is rather towards [a] than [o]. There is the same

distinction of the long vowel with 'narrow' (taut,

tense) formation, and the short vowel with ' wide *

(slack) formation, as in the case of the other German
vowels.

In unaccented syllables [a:] is often shortened

to [a] : Datum [da:tum], datieren [da'ti:ran].

The short [a] is also the first part of the diph-

thongs ei or ai [ai] and au [aii].
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Front vowels, without lip rounding.

The e sounds

(including se sounds).

Close [e], open [e].

§ 54. The e sounds occupy a similar position

between [a] and [i] as the o sounds between [a]

and [u]. However, the [a]-[i] line representing

the palatal articulations is longer than the [a] [u]

line representing the guttural articulations, as is

indicated by the diagram on page 27
;

[e] therefore

is further from [a] than [o] is.^

This doubtless explains the richer develop-

ment of the 6 sounds in English and German, as

well as the existence of the symbols 36, a beside

e, as compared with the one symbol o.

The articulating part of the tongue is the front and

middle of the ridge or dorsum. The opening of the

lips and the angle of the jaws are smaller for e

sounds than for [a], and become yet smaller the more

the sound departs from [a] and approaches [i]. It

is not by any means a rule that the corners of the

mouth must be drawn back.

As in the sounds, we distinguish a close [e] and

an open [e] beside middle [e] ; when the sound is very

open, and indeed closely resembles 'clear' [a], it is

designated [ae].

^ " I think the greater variety of sounds is due to the far

gi'eater mobihty, adaptabiHty and muscular activity of the front

of the tongue, and also to the fact that in these articulations

a small variety of position produces a more noticeable change of

sound than in the case of the back vowels."—H. W. Atkinson.
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The [i]-[a] line will then be as follows :

close i =

V. -.'^

open 1 V

•

\ • 1

close e
^^'^

middle e k^ 'M

open e 'M^

mi^re open se
^^

clear' a -3

§ 55. In English the e sounds run parallel to the

sounds, but we note more shades of quality in the

former.

To the very open o sounds correspond :

I (i) the long, or commonly half-long, [e:] which

j
lies between [oj and [e] and has ' narrow ' forma-

tion ; it is always followed by [a], which is very

faint before r: there [Seia] (No. 3 on page 28

and opposite), Mary [me:(o)ri].

There is also a less open pronunciation of the

e sound in these words : [Se:a, me:(8)ri].

(ii) the short [ae], a sound more open than the

one just described, and of ' wide ' formation :

pat [pset] (No. 4 on page 28, and opposite, and

see the note on p. 28). , ^^ ( ,^,.... y-i^-i:
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;
'

/ "^^
V,

^

CJN
)vi

t^ k C\

>
n

f'
thEre• r

1

(£) X JV*^ 1

On the other hand there is no o sound correspond-

2 to

(iii) short [e], which (in standard speech) is only^^^^ S^
middle \e\ or even close : let [let, let]. ^ ^j^xm'^'^^ ^

) '^ ^^^^
f^fll

I1
h ,.

P1I
pAt /
(a)

1

iU */>'
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In unaccented syllables [se] and [e] pass into [9]

:

strong weak

that [?58et Sgt
]

them [Sem S^m]

Parallel to the diphthongal [o:u] in no is [e:i] in

pale [pe:il] (No. 2 on page 28, and here), the second

element of which is half-way between [i] and [e].

;i ) *<L> .^^
Ar
^^^ >i

^1h
^\

\

.'

¥
r Ein n

(e) L A
-1

I

Before voiceless sounds the [e:] (like the [0:] of [o:u])

becomes half-long : late [leit].

§ 56. In French the open and close e sounds (all

* narrow ') are clearly distinguished. The long and

short open e is usually a full [e(:)] ; r§ve [re:v], paix

In unaccented syllables the sound is short-

ened (it becomes half-long, indeed almost short)

:

p§cher [peje].
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The close e sound is only found short or half-long

;

\>16 [ble].

The combinations of e sounds with a preced-

"^g [J]' ^^ i^ bi^re [bje:r], pied [pje] are in-

stances of what are sometimes called 'ascending'

diphthongs (cp. [wa, wa] on p. 44) ; see § 160.

§ 57. In German the open sound occurs long [e:]

and short (usually only half-open) : BSr [be:r], fett

[fet]. The long (accented) sound is 'narrow'; the

short (accented) sound is ' wide.'

The close sound is long only : fehlen [fedon].

It is however more or less shortened when
unaccented, as is [e:] in foreign words : Theater

[te(:)'a:tor], plaidieren [pl6(:)'di:ran].
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The i sounds :

close [i], open [i].

§ 58. The i sounds stand in the same relation to

the u sounds as the e sounds do to the o sounds.

In general, the articulation consists in bringing the

middle of the tongue ridge close to the middle of the

hard palate. The drawing back of the corners of the

mouth is not essential, though it may be done in

order to add to the clearness of the sound. If the

tongue is raised so high that the slightest further

raising would produce a continuant (compare close

[u], § 37), we obtain 'close' i [i] ; if it be lowered

—

along the [i]-[a] line—the sound becomes ' open ' [i]

and approaches [e].

§ 59. In English there is close parallelism be-

tween

u sounds (§ 43) and i sounds.

[u:w] . . [i:j]

(before [8] = r) [u:] . . [i:]

[u] . . [i]

The diphthongal [i:j], as in me [mi:j] (see diagram
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1 on p. 28 and here), begins with half-open i; the

tongue is then raised so that the second element is

close [i] or consonantal [j]. The first element is

shortened before voiceless sounds : meet [mijt]. The

long [i:] (strictly half-long) is open; it occurs only

before [o] = r : fear [fi:8].

?ir^"«- -^^L^Sk, \
(
> ^

\
^1

r ^ i

i
marlniB I

(i> ^ A
-/H

The short i is also open : fit [fit], strictly [fit].

Unaccented short 1 is still more open; there are

many shades of it, at the beginning of words and
within them, which cannot be discussed here.

When final, as in very [vere% veri], the tongue

is lowered so much that the sound approaches

close or even middle [e]. The symbol for these

unaccented i sounds is [e*], or roughly [i].
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§ 60. In French the i sounds are close (compare

French u sounds, § 44) and * narrow.' The front

of the tongue ridge articulates near the hard palate
;

the corners of the mouth are drawn back. The
sound may be long, as in rive [ri:v], or short, as in

vif [vif], triste [trist]. Sometimes the sound is

'half-long'; but in French the difference between

this and * short ' is very slight.

§ 61. In German there is parallelism between

u sounds (§ 45) and i sounds

[u:] [iO

dThe long (accented) sounds are ' narrow,' the

short (accented) sounds are 'wide.' (See § 40.)

Examples : mir [mi:r], mit [mit].

In syllables before the chief accent the [i:] is

usually shortened and often becomes [i] : Minute

[mi:'nu:t8], or even [mi'nuito], which should not

be imitated. The y in words from the Greek is

variously pronounced : as [i] (so regularly in a

few thoroughly acclimatised words, e.g. Gyps
[gips]), or as [y], which is preferred by most

,i)f the educated, ^ ^ , ,^ - /
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Front vowels, with lip rounding.

§ 62. These sounds are found in French and Ger-

man. According to the usual view they result from

a combination of

the lip rounding of and u sounds with

the tongue articulation of e and i sounds.

In the case of the German sounds, however, the tongue

articulation appears to be somewhat modified : the

front of the tongue is slightly lowered and helps the

lip rounding.

In English these sounds do not occur. However,

the guttural-palatal or ' mixed ' sounds, frequently

used to represent u in fur or but, and the unarticu-

lated 'neutral' vowel in —er = [o] both in articula-

tion and in sound very closely approach those open

[03] sounds in which the lingual element prevails over

the labial.
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The o sounds :
,

close [0], open [oe],

§ 63. In general, these sounds combine the lip

rounding of sounds with the tongue position of

e sounds. (In German the tongue position is modi-

fied, compare § 62.) .- ^^^.

N^ 64. In French there is close [0] and open [oe],

and both occur long and short or half-long; creuse

[kr0:z], feu [f0] ; peur [pa3:r], neuf [ncef]. • n 7^
There is also a ' middle ' sound between these,

short and unaccented, here designated [a] : je

[39].

§ 65. In German we notice the same distinction

of the close long and open short sounds, as in the

sounds (§ 49). Long [0] in schon [S0:n] ; short [ce]

in wolben [voelban] (this is rather a sound between

close and open, compare short and e).

The vowels of French words obtain the cur-

rent German values in passing into that lan-

guage (as in Robe [roiba]. Toilette [toia'leto])
;

so here also, in the frequent ending —eur,

French [—oe:r], the vowel being long becomes

close : Redakteur [redak't0:r].
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The ii sounds

:

[y] (voiceless [x]).

§ 66. Generally speaking, these sounds combine the

lip rounding of u sounds with the tongue position of

i sounds. (In German the tongue position is modified,

compare § 62.)

th(

t
§ 67. In French there is only close * narrow ' [y] ;

the lip rounding is extreme. Long in ruse [ry:z]
;

If-long or short in durer [dy(:)re], culte [kylt].

At the end of the word, before a pause, the

sound loses its ' voice ' after a voiceless con-

sonant; [sy] for [sy]=--su. It does not lose it

entirely after a voiced consonant ; [dfi] = [dyyj.

Compare [u] in § 44.

§ 68. In German short ii is rather more open than

long close ii : kiihn [ky.n], Siinde [zynda].

When it has not the chief accent, [y:] is

shortened : amiisieren [''amy(:)'zi:r9n].

The y of words taken from Greek is treated

like German ii : Lyrik [ly:rik], Rhythmus
[rytmiis] ; but it is also pronounced as i

(compare § 61).
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Mixed or guttural-palatal vowels :

w-

§ 69. If in the articulation of a vowel the tongue

be raised both in front (towards the hard palate) and

behind (towards the soft palate), with a lowering in

between, the result is a ' mixed ' sound, which varies

according to the relative raising of the front an

back of the tongue.

These vowels occur in English and German ; but'

their articulation is not decided, and the impression

on the ear is not clear. In French they do not

occur as primary sounds at all.

§ 70. In English there is such a ' mixed ' sound,

e.g. in the ur of turn [t9:u]. The tongue is practi-

cally in the [a] position, the raising before and be-

hind the lowering beiug very slight. This sound is

the current southern English pronunciation of certain

vowels before a written r, which is pronounced only

when before the vowel of a derivative ending or

finally in ' liaison ' : err [a:], but erring [airi?^] ; her

[ho:], but her and me [hair on mi:j].

In northern (and in some parts of southern)

English the combination of vowel and r is pro-

nounced as a ' coronal ' o: [o:'] ; the point of the

tongue is raised almost to the [rj-position, and

the sound closely approaches [r] in value.
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Another ' mixed ' sound, which differs little from

[9:], is substituted for short (usually back) vowels

when not accented : ivory [aivori], stirrup [stirap].

The sound approaches [o:] yet more closely in those

cases in which the unaccented vowel was (and in

writing still is) followed by final r : better [beta].

Here also there is often transition to the

' coronal ' [b""].

Another [a] sound is frequently heard in place of

the southern English [a] sound in but, etc. Further,

there are the first elements of [ai] in high and [au]

in now (compare § 51) ; and the sounds occasionally

substituted for unaccented [ou], as in fellow (com-

pare § 47), and for [ju] as in value (compare § 43).

§71. In German there is only the 'unaccented

e ' in syllables before or after the stem : Gebot

[gebo:t], Bitte [bita] ; also in enclitics when un-

accented : es [as].

The whole tongue seems to be raised a little more

than for [a] ; the raising of front and back and

lowering of middle being very slight. Following

consonants often aff'ect the sound, and it tends to

[e], [a], [o], or [oe]. It may be said that in final e, the

[e] element generally preponderates.
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Vowels with nasal resonance, nasal vowels.

§ 72. In English there are no nasal vowels.

Words borrowed from French, if they really become

part of the language, are generally pronounced in

English fashion, and [on] is used for [a] and [5], [aen]

for [e], [oen] (and perhaps [au]) for [de] ; occasionally

[o:un] for [5]. Thus envelope [anvaloup], rendezvous

[raendivu].

il
§ 73. In French there are four nasal vowels, sAi

open and with the tongue lowered. The nasal char-

acter of these sounds is so evident because the velum

is lowered considerably.

Nasal [5], written on or om, is a little closer than

oral [o] in porte, morte
;

I

..^ nasal [e], written in, ein, or ain, is more open than

oral [e] in perte, mer, it is indeed [se]

;

. nasal [de], written un or um, is more open than

oral [ce] in peuple, peur
;

^ nasal [a], written en, em, an, or am, corresponds

to XM^a] in Uclie. ^ y^^^^^duji:;

These sounds are short when final (though they

may be long before an emphatic pause) ; before con-

sonants they are long when they bear the chief

accent, half-long with secondary accent : e.g. short

[5] in rend, long in ronde, half-long in rondeau.
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§ 74. In German nasal vowels occur only in words

recently borrowed from French. They seem, how-

ever, to be always long (for they are in ' open

'

syllables, in which German has no short accented

vowels) : Ballon [ba'lo:], Niiance [ny'aisa], Bassin

[ba'se:], Verdun [ver'dde:].—In northern, and partly in

middle German, the native sounds [oi], ai], er], od-q] are

often substituted : [ba'loi^, ny'ai^sa, ha'ser], ver'doer^].

Voiceless sounds : h sounds.

§ 75. If the current of breath—^vithout first pro-

ducing ' voice '—passes through the mouth, which

has already prepared itself for the uttering of a

certain vowel, the slight ' friction ' produced will

appear to the ear as a breath [h]. There are as

many varieties of it as there are of vowels : for

instance [ha:] is really voiceless (breathed) [a] fol-

lowed by voiced (vocalic) [a], [he:] is voiceless and

voiced [c], and so on. Compare § 26.

DIAGRAMS

representing the articulation

of the tongue against the hard palate.

What is black in the following diagrams indicates

those parts of the hard palate which are touched by

the tongue when the vowels [i, y, e, 0, ej are uttered.

They are the results of actual experiments made
with artificial palates, covered with fine powder,^ and

^ So Vietor ; others covered the artificial palate with paint.
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then inserted in the mouth ; the powder being re-

moved wherever the tongue touches. The results

were obtained by Kingsley for English, by Kousselot

for French, and by Vietor for German.

£lAf\
English. Fren h. Gennan.

[i]

[y]

English. French. German.

[e]
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nn
French. German.

M

an
French German.

The following diagrams show the vowel schemes

of English, French and German. For the [u]-[a]-

[i] lines, see the diagram on p. 27. The asterisk

indicates that the sound occurs both long and short.

The brackets imply lip rounding.

(The antevocalic h sounds of English and German
correspond in articulation with the respective vowels.)
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English Vowels.

(u) (%)
(o) (*0)

'Q A

o:

put

pet ivory but

pat pot

Short

vowels

Long vowels father, fall, firm

with [i] bait with [j] beat

*-^ ^ mih [a] bear, beer, boar, boor

Clearly with [i] file, foil ; value

diphthongal with [ii] foul

Triphthmgal with [a] fire, employer; pure

flour
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French Vowels.

n{*y) (*u)

*e (*0) (^0)

*€*€ (*oe*de) (*o*5)

a

*a*&

Examples :

vif culte route

ble feu c6t6

paix neuf robe
vowels _ma

rive ruse rouge

creuse rose

^? reve peur or
vowels

rage

ame

Nasal , 1-1
, banc, bain, bon, un

vowels

I
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German Vowels,

i: (yO (u:)

1 (y) (u)

e: (0:) (o:)

*e (oe) 8 (o)

Examples :

mit Siinde und

„, . bitte
Shoi't c.

feonne

fett wblben

mir kiihn du
Long fehlen schon so

vowels Bar

Vater

Diphthongs drei, Frau, treu

I
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Articulation of the Mouth

(continued).

Narrowing or closure
\

ofthe oral passages /
eoisonants.

Narrowing of the passages : continuants.

uvular r (see § 79) . 68

back continuants 68

front continuants 69

^ ' sh sounds 72

s sounds . 75

dentals th sounds 77

^ ^ 11 sounds (see

§101) . 78

; §101) . 80

labiodentals

and ^ • • • •

bilabials J

• 82

Closure of the passages : stops.

Oral Stops :

front and back .... , 87

dental , , 89

lahial . 90

Nasal Stops :

front and back .... . 91

dental , , 93

labial . 94

Tables of English, French and German
consonant 3 . , . . , 95
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Consonants ; voiced and voiceless.

§ 76. When the articulation of the mouth is such

that in some part of the passage through the mouth

there is a narrowing or closure, then the current

of exhaled breath produces a certain sound ; the

resonance due to the articulation has some effect

also, but it is of secondary importance.

Certain of these sounds are used for the purposes

of speech ; they are the consonants (which also include

the glottal sounds and the breath sounds, §§23 foil.).

§ 77. When the sound is due to a rubbing of the air

as it passes (continues) through the narrowing, it is a

Gmitinuanf^ or fricative ; if it is due to the checking of

the air by means of a closure or stoppage or to the

explosion caused by breaking through the stoppage,

it is a stop or plosive (sometimes called explosive).

§ 78. When fhe breath has produced 'voice' (by

setting the vocal chords vibrating) before it reaches

the narrowing or the closure, the sound is voiced;

otherwise it is voiceless,

A sound may be ' soft,' i.e. weakly articulated,

without on- that account becoming ' voiced.' This

is the case in middle and southern Germany,

where the ' soft ' consonants are actually voiceless.

Generally speaking we have pairs of sounds : a

strongly articulated voiceless sound beside a weakly

articulated voiced sound. They will be treated

together in the following sections.

1 This term is not strictly correct in the case of all sounds

to which it is applied. English [w] and [j] gi-adually open

or shut (they are 'gliding,' not 'held'), and are not con-

tinuants ; but they are fricatives.
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The manner of formation may be 'narrow' or

wide ' in the consonants, as well as in the vowels

(§40). In English they are 'wide,' in French
* narrow,' while in Ger]VIAN the formation is between

the two extremes.

NARROWING OF THE ORAL PASSAGES.

CONTINUANTS.

Uvular [r]
;

Back or guttural continuants :

voiced [g], voiceless [x]
;

Front or palatal continuants :

voiced [j], voiceless [9].

§ 79. The narro^^dug here takes place

between back of tongue ridge and soft palate in

the gutturals (more strictly : postpalatals or velars)

;

between front of tongue ridge and hard palate in

the palatals (more strictly : antepalatals).

As in the sounds, already discussed, where

the passage is open, it is the ridge or dorsum of

the tongue which articulates, the formation of

the sounds is dorsal.

For [x] the tongue is raised as for close [u], and

for [9] „ „ „ close [i]

;

but in each case a little higher, so that the breath

brushes past.

For uvular r, designated [r], the narrowing

is even further back than for [x], but it may be

regarded as a variety of the latter.
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Uvular r [r].

§ 80. This is the sound produced when the uvula is

made to vibrate, the back of the tongue ridge being

raised towards the soft palate. If there is no channel

along the tongue to enable the uvula to vibrate freely,

the sound becomes scraping or passes completely into

[g] or [x], as friction of air takes place between the

velum and the tongue ridge.—As a rule the sound is

voiced, but before or after voiceless sounds, and when
final, it may become voiceless. ^mt

§ 81. In English it only occurs as a peculiarity in

individuals or in dialect (it is the * Northumbria

burr '). 1
§ 82. In French it is the regular sound of r. In

Paris and other big towns it is almost exclusively

used, though theoretically the lingual r (see § 102)

is preferred ; in the country as a whole lingual r is

more prevalent.

§ 83. In German uvular r (* Zapfchen-r ') is much
used, particularly in towns, and seems to be spread-

ing. In the speech of the stage and in singing only

lingual r is considered correct.

Back or guttural continuants :

voiced [g], voiceless [x].

§ 84. By raising the back of the tongue ridge yet

higher than for [u] we obtain a narrowing; the

breath brushing through it produces guttural or back
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continuants. The sound varies slightly according as

the narrowing is further forward or more behind.

§ 85. In English the sound [x] is not a recognised

* letter,' but even in southern speech it sometimes

expresses the gh of the interjection faugh (usually

[fo:]) ; it is becoming more and more common in the

pronunciation of words taken from Scotch {e.g. loch),

Welsh or German. The sound is fairly common in

the popular dialect speech of Scotland and northern

England.

§ 86. In (northern and middle) German the voiced

[g] is used for written g (not final) after back vowels

(a, 0, u) : Tage [ta:ga]. The voiceless [x], the so-

called ach-Laut, represents the ch following a, o, u

:

ach [?ax] ; and (in northern and middle German)

also the final g after a, o, u : Tag [ta:x].

In the speech of the stage and in southern

Germany g after a, 0, u is pronounced as a stop

[g\ finally [k] : [ta:^8, ta:k]. Foreigners need

therefore not trouble to acquire the other pro-

nunciation ; see also § 123. The pronunciation

[^, k] seems to be gaining ground.

Front or palatal continuants :

voiced [j], voiceless [9].

§ 87. [j] and [9] are in the same relation to [i] as

[g] and [x] to [u].
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§ 88. In English the voiced sound is produced

with so little narrowing that as a rule the brushing

of air is hardly perceptible; and it is essentially

gliding, not held. It occurs most frequently at

the beginning of words, when it is written y, as

in yes ; and in the combination [ju:w], written u, eu,

j^ etc., as in due (compare § 43). After voiceless sounds

-^ it occasionally passes into [9], or even [J] ; compare
^ the vulgar don'tcherknow. ( „ d

,

French. German.

[9] See p. 60.

§ 89. In French we find [j] similarly used : for y
in yenx [J0], for i in vieux [vj0] ; and the voiceless

sound often after voiceless consonants, as in pied

[pje, p9e]. ^JyjLo t MMAAAfifcc.'

As in these cases vocalic i sounds pass over

into continuants, so French i in general—owing

to its very close articulation— is but little re-

moved from a continuant ; and indeed for final

[i] we often have [9], which also takes its place

in whispering.
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IE§
90. In German [j] is the j at the beginning of

t>rds : ja [ja:] ; but—unlike English—it is held.

m northern and middle German it is used for g
within words after front vowels or 1, r : Siege [zi:ja].

Voiceless [9], the ' ich-Laut,' for ch : ich in [?i9],

and in northern and middle German for final g
after front vowels : Sieg [zi:q].

Here also (see § 86) the speech of the stage

and of southern Germany adopts the pronuncia-

tion of g as a stop : [zi:r/o, zi:k].

Teeth or dental continuants :

(voiced [3, z, S],

voiceless
[J, s, 6]

;

liquids [r] [1].

§ 91. The dentals include sounds articulated by

the point of the tongue (including what is

strictly called the .' blade,' viz., that part of the

surface which lies behind the point), and

the ridge above the upper teeth (alveolar con-

tinuants) ; or

the teeth themselves (true dental continuants).

The part of the tongue which helps to form the

narrowing is

the front rim of

the tongue

the surface of the

tongue behind the ]-(pre)d(yi'sal formation, or

front rim

both combined dorso-apical formation.

Va^im/ formation, or
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[ As in the case of back and front consonants, the

place of articulation for most dentals is along the

central line of the mouth (rnedial formation) ; but

for the 1 sounds the narrowing is between the side

rim or rims of the tongue and the side teeth (lateral

formation).
"^^{/A

The ' hushing ' and ' hissing ' sounds, or

§ 92. These include the sounds represented in

English by s, z, sh, etc. The characteristic ' hissing

'

seems to be due to a breaking of the current of

breath against the teeth ; the current being diffused

in the sh sounds and concentrated on one point in

the s sounds.

According to Dr Lloyd, the chief force in the production of

English [/] is the resonance of the fore cavity reinforcing that

which comes from the hind cavity. ''
,

''
,^j ^ ^I'Mi^Jj^j^

(Pa ^-^^
'

The hushing sounds :

voiced [3], voiceless [J].

§ 93. In English the simple voiced [3] only occurs,

where in the spelling s is followed by a front vowel

(or by u = original [ju:]). Here it has been substi-

tuted for older [zj] : vision [visan], pleasure [ple3o].

The spelling is z in azure [6:139]. The combination

[d3] is much more common. This is the pronun-

ciation of j in all genuine English words : joy [d30i],

June [d3u:wn], etc., and often of g before a written

front vowel : age [eiids], etc.
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The voiceless [J] is usually written sh : sheep

[Jijp], rash [raej], etc. ; also s (after consonants), ss,

c, t, before front vowel (and before u = original

[ju:]), when foUo^ving the chief accent ; as in

tension, passion, vicious, nation. The combina-

tion [tj] is very common ; it is usually written

ch : church [tjoitj] ; also tch : scratch [skrsetj] ; in

some words [tj] has sprung from [tj] = t before front

vowel (or before u = original [ju:]), when following

the chief accent, as in righteous [raitjas], nature

I
Uf\t\

English. French, German.

[/] See p. 60.

[neitjo], etc. Similarly, the combination [kj] goes

back to [ksj] = xi in anxious [aeT^kJas], etc.

The tongue articulation of these sh sounds is

(pre)dorsal ^ and also apical (or dorsal only) and

palatal. There is some friction between the

tongue and the gums ; but that past the front

teeth is more important. The lips are passive. ^ '^* ^^

^ (Pre)dorsal = dorsal or predorsal. V ^ *>/
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§ 94. In French the voiced [5] occurs frequently.

It is written j, and g before e, i (y), ge before a, 0, u :

jardin [sarde], loger [lo^^e], pigeon [piso]. — The

voiceless sound is written ch : chapeau [Japo].

The tongue articulation is (pre)dorsal and

(post)alv€oJar, or apical and {post)deniaL The

friction takes place as in English. The lips are

practically passive.

§ 95. In German the voiced [3] occurs only in

borrowed word«, mostly from the French, and re-

tains the foreign spelling j, g : Journal [sur'nad],

Logis [lo'si:]. For the foreign combination [d^]

German usually substitutes [3] : Jockey [sokai].

—

The voiceless [J] is common ; in native words it is

usually written sch : Schall [J^d], Esche [^ejo],

Busch [buj]. This is also the sound of s in German

words beginning with sp, st (except in a part of

northern Germany) : Spitze [Jpitsa], sprechen

[5pre9an], Stein [Stain], straucheln [Jtrauxaln].

The combination [tj] occurs for the tsch of German
words, as in Peitsche [paitja] ; also for foreign ch,

though here plain [J] is more frequently spoken :

Check [tjek, Jek].

The tongue articulation is dorsal and alveolar

or postdental. The friction takes place as in

English. The lips are protruded.
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The hissing sounds :

voiced [z], voiceless [s].

§ 96. In English both are usually written s. The
voiced sound is also written z, as in zeal [zi:jl].

It is s particularly when it represents an inflection,

and follows a voiced sound : wails [we:ilz], dances

[da:nsiz] ; in some monosyllables it occurs finally :

as, has, is, his, was ; and in certain verbs, whereas

the substantive has voiceless [s], as close [klo:uz] and

AAA
Fnglish. French. German,

[s] See'p. 60.

[klous], use [ju:wz] and [juws]. In many'positions,

I
e.g. after dis-, pre-, re- the pronunciation of s is [z] in

i one batch of words, [s] in the rest ; as in disease

and disobey, present and presentiment, reserve

and research. The combination [gz] is written gs,

I

and also x before an accented vowel : anxiety

j

[eer]'gzaA9ti], etc.

The voiceless [s] is written s initially : set [set]

;

it is an inflection after voiceless sounds : lots [lots],

hakes [beiks] ; it also occurs after voiceless sounds,

as in gipsy, and within the word, in most cases, even^^ ^ (j
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after voiced consonants, as in intensity ; and also

after vowels (especially in words from the Latin), as

in decisive. It is also written ss : passage, etc. ; and

c or sc before e or i : cite, scene, etc. The letter x
in most cases has the value [ks] : box, etc.

The tongue articulation is (pre)dorso-apical

(cp. § 91, towards the end), and alveolar.

^"^
§ 97. In French both sounds occur. The voiced

[z] is written z : zMe [ze:l], or s (as a rule between
• vowels): maison [me: z5], rose [ro:z]. Otherwise silent

s, X, z also have the value of [z] in ' liaison
'

; with

this exception, x rarely =-[z].—In all other cases s is

[s], particularly initially : sel [sel], estimer [estime],

V^nus [venys] ; ss always expresses this same sound,

as do also c or sc before e, i (y), g before other

vowels, and t before i in certain suffixes. — The

combinations \gz] and [ks] are also written x, which

usually has the latter value.

f^;
^

The tongue articulation is (pre)dorsal, and

\jS^ <Vv postdental or alveolar.
. i^^jjt ^"^

'

§ 98. In German s has the value of voiced [z]

initially, and within the word between vowel or

liquid and vowel : so [zo:], reisen [raizan], Binse

[binza], etc.

—

In all other cases s = voiceless [s] (ex-

cept in initial sp, st; cp. § 95) : Skelett [ske'let], Erbse

[?erps8]. List [list], Moos [mo:s] ; and ss has the

same value : reissen [raisan]. Fuss [fu:s], Kuss [kus].

The tongue articulation is (dorso)apical or

dorsal, and alveolar.
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The lisping sounds : ^ o-^ ^^

voiced [S], voiceless [&\

§ 99. If an s sound is articulated, but without the

formation of the channel along the centre of the

tongue and without a well-formed intradental cavity,

the result is a ' lisping ' sound. These are not found

in French or German, except as a defect of speech.

They are sometimes called interdental sounds ; but

it is by no means an essential of these sounds in

general, or the English sounds in particular, that

they should be produced ' interdentally,' i.e. with the

tongue point between the teeth. Indeed as a rule

the English sounds are postdental, the narrowing

being between the tongue point (with apical articula-

tion) and the back of the front upper teeth.

§ 100. The voiced sounds occur e.g. in thou [Sau],

this pis], brother [brASa]; the voiceless in thin

[^n], breath [bre^]. After a long vowel the final

[f\ of some substantives becomes voiced before the s

of the plural : bath [ba:^], baths [ba:5'z].

The liquids

:

[r] and [1].

§ 101. These sounds differ in various points from

the other ' continuants,' but may be given under this

heading. According to the English, French and

German system of sounds, we do not regard voiced r
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and voiceless r [r], voiced 1 and voiceless 1 [1], as in-

dependent sounds, but recognise only one r and

one 1, which are both voiced as a rule, but may be

voiceless under certain circumstances.

When there is ' voice,' the narrowing may be very

slight, for even then it suflfices to give the sound its

characteristic resonance ; the r and 1 thus formed

have—like the nasals—very much the nature and

effect of vowels. The narrowing only becomes con-

siderable and the ' friction ' obvious when the sounds

are produced without ' voice.'

The r sounds

:

voiced [r], voiceless [r].

§ 102. The tongue point [r] (lingual or dental r) is

produced by a narrowing between the raised tongue

point and—as a rule—the ridge of the upper gums
(the alveoles). The French and German r is also

rolled (trilled), i.e. the stream of air causes the tongue

point to vibrate. This is not the case in English r.

(The untrilled r is strictly [j] ; but [r] is usually em-

ployed for it.) The back of the tongue ridge is raised

(which seems due to the raising of the tongue point),

but it need not reach the [u] position. Owing to thi

raising in front and behind [r] is a ' mixed ' sound.
I

§ 103. In English alveolar (or : lingual) r, untrilled,

consisting of a single tap of the tongue, or of a

slight narrowing, without strong 'friction,'- only

occurs before vowels initially and within the word
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(for r, rr, and for rh, rrh in words from the G-reek)

:

right [rait], very [veri], parrot [peeratj ; also after

consonants : grow [gro:u]. But particularly after

[d] or [t] there is greater narrowing and consequently

' friction ', and after voiceless sounds there is besides

loss of ' voice ' : dry [drai], try [trai] or [trai], but

also e.g. grease [grijs] and increase [in'krijs] or

[in'krijs]. These sounds approach the value of

[3, sj.

Final r, as well as r within the word before

consonants, have lost their r value in educated

Englisli. French. German.

[r] See p. 60.

southern speech, their place being mostly taken

by [g], compare § 70 ; but for this r, as also for

ur, er, ir the dialects have [r] sounds. In 'liaison'

before an initial vowel the [r] generally appears :

better [beta], but better and better [betar an

beta] ; here [hi:a], but here and there [hi:ar an

Se:a]. Even here it is often omitted by the

younger generation in southern England.

Before [r] within the word between vowels

and finally in 'liaison' there is in most cases
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[a] ; sometimes not (viz., when the preced-

ing vowel is short, or after [e:] or [a:] or,

generally, [o:]).

§ 104. In French the lingual [r], if used at all, is

trilled. Like the uvular [r], which generally takes

its place, it is as a rule voiced : rire [ri:r], porter

[porte] ; final re after consonants is often voiceless

(and dropped altogether in colloquial speech) : offre

' [ofr], Sucre [sykf]. The written rr (rh, rrh) has the

same value as r ; but in a number of words n = [rr]

or [r:J, the rolling decreasing and then increasing

again ; as in mourrai.

§ 105. In GrERMAN the lingual [r] is as a rule clearly

trilled, except when it is final. It is generally voiced

and produced without any distinct 'friction.' Before

or after voiceless sounds, it often loses its 'voice,'

partly or altogether. Finally the rolling is some-

times reduced to a single tap of the tongue (as in

English initial [r]) ; or [a], [a], and [ae] sounds are

substituted (but this should not be imitated). The

written r and (after short vowels) rr, as also rh and

rrh, have the value of [r] in all cases.

The 1 sounds :

voiced [1], voiceless [1].

§ 106. Here we have a narrowing between the side

rims (or one only) of the tongue and the molars and

side gums (lateral articulation) ; the tongue point
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touching the top of the mouth somewhere along the

middle line ; in English, French and German it is the

middle of the ridge over the upper teeth.

§ 107. In English there is a concave lowering of

the front of the tongue, and in connection with it a

raising of the back of the tongue. This gives the [1]

a low sound, particularly noticeable when it is final.

Before and after voiceless sounds it may lose its

'voice,' as in play, felt, etc., and the friction becomes

more obvious.

AA
French.

[1]

German.

See p. 60.

108. In French, [1] (like French [r]) is generally
voiced, but voiceless when final after a consonant:
lire [li:r], aller [ale] ; table [tabl], etc.—In the com-
binations 11, ill, ille, 11, ille after a vowel the [j]
sound ('I mouille ') is often used; rarely for 1 alone.

§ 109. In German [1] is usually voiced and has no
obvious ' friction.' Usually the back of the tongue
is lowered.
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Lip or labial continuants

:

lip-teeth or labiodental :

voiced [v], voiceless [f]

;

lip-lip 01' bilabial

:

voiced-^ [ v], voiceless-^ [f].

§ 110. The labiodental sounds are produced by the

breath passing between the lower lip pressed against

the upper teeth, the bilabial sounds by its passing

between the lips.

The labiodentals and the bilabials have both a

tongue articulation which is always very open, and

resembles that of the following vowel : the [w] sounds

have a tongue articulation like [u] or similar to it

:

the [q] sounds have a tongue articulation like [y] or

similar to it. Still, purely consonantal bilabial [v]

and [f] are not rare.

§ 111. In English the voiced labiodental [v] is

usually written v : very [veri], liver [liva], serve

[sa:v]. The voiceless labiodental [f] is usually written

f or ff, but also ph : find [faind], differ [difa], phil-

osophy [fi'losafi]. ^' ' - .

There is also a voiced bilabial [w], with the tongue

in the [u] position, but with rapidly vanishing and

therefore indistinct friction, usually written w : wet

[wet]. The corresponding voiceless sound [av] is

written wh, as in which ; in natural southern English,

however, the voiced sound is used here also, though
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there appears to be a tendency to reintroduce the

voiceless sound, which is generally used in northern

English and in Scotch.—After voiceless sounds [m]

sometimes takes the place of [w] : twenty [twenti]

or [tAienti].

Both these sounds [w, ja] are essentially gliding,

not held.

§ 112. In French there are also labiodental voiced

[v] and voiceless [f] : vin [ve], vive [vi:v] ; fin [fe],

vif [vif].
I

,

French has further two kinds of bilabials : a [w]
j

with lips well rounded and the tongue raised to the

[u] position, as in roi [rwa] ; and a [q], also with lips c

well rounded and the tongue raised to the [y] position, >-

as in mine [rqin]. After voiceless sounds both tend .

to become voiceless [m] and [q], as in point [pwe] or

[p^ie], puis [pqi] or [pqi].

§ 113. In German the voiced labiodental [v] is re-

presented by w in writing, also by v in words bor-

I

rowed from Latin or the Romance languages ; like all

Ither

voiced consonants in German it does not occur

nally ; examples : was [vas], Klavier [kla'vi:r]. The
riction is much less distinct than in English and

In middle and southern Germany w is gene-

rally pronounced as a bilabial [v], produced

without lip rounding and without actual fric-

tion, also without raising of the tongue ; it is

not voiced except sometimes when it passes over
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into the next sound, so that it is perhaps better

designated as a weak [f].

In these parts of Germany foreign v is pro-

nounced [f].

For w in the combinations schw, zw, (sw, tw), and

for u in qu, bilabial [v] is often spoken instead of

labiodental [v], and in these cases both often lose

some or all ' voice ' : Qual [kva:l], Schwester [Jvestar]

almost [kfa:l, Jfestar], or [k^ail, 5i;est8r] almost

[kFa:l, jFester].

The voiceless labiodental [f] is written f or ff, some-

times V, and ph (almost exclusively in words from the

Greek) : fiel and viel [fid], laufen [laufan], Philosoph

[fi(:)lo'zo:f].
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CLOSURE OF THE ORAL PASSAGES

:

Stops without nasal resonance.

§ 114. As in the case of continuants, the stops (or

plosives) generally go in pairs, one sound being

voiced and weakly articulated, the other voiceless

and strongly articulated (compare § 78). In gram-j

mars they are sometimes called ' media and ' tenuis '

;

and both kinds of stops are kpown as ' mutes.' -'v i"

§ 115. In the articulation of a simple stop we must

distinguish (1) the making of a stoppage, and (2) the

bursting through the stoppage by the breath ; we may
leave out of account the momentary pause between

(1) and (2). Often at the beginning of words only (2)

is important, and finally only (1); for the other half

of the process is slow and imperceptible. Within

the word both parts are distinct.

If the pause between (1) and (2) is noticeable, the

stop is ' long ' or ' double.'

1^

§116. The transition from a voiced or voiceless

btop to the following sound, or to silence, may in

either case be voiced or voiceless (aspirated). In

English and German voiced stops occurring initially

f
voice' comes a moment after mouth articulation

\i.e. the sound begins voiceless and then becomes

voiced) ; in English voiced stops occurring finally

voice ' ceases a moment before mouth articulation
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(i.e. the sound begins voiced and then becomes voice-

less) ; in French the voiced stops remain unchanged

wherever they occur.

§ 117. In middle and southern German we notice

a treatment of stops similar to that of continuants

(compare § 78). In place of voiced sounds we here

find weakly articulated voiceless sounds ; and these

are often substituted also for p, t, k.

§ 118. Aspirates,^ i.e. aspirated voiceless sto

(strictly [p**, t^, k^]) occur regularly in English and

German before accented vowels, and often else-

where in accented position, especially when final

;

in tliis position aspiration is not unknown in French

also.

§ 1 19. When a stop is followed by the corresponding

nasal, as in [bm, pm, dn, tn], etc, the stoppage for the

first sound often remains for the nasal. Instead of

the bursting through the oral stoppage we then have

the lowering of the velum as the breath passes

through the nose ; and this is heard. This kind of

stop is a ' velar ' or ' faucal ' stop.

^ Continuants are sometimes called ' spirants,' and this term

has been confused with * aspirates '
;
perhaps mainly because

in Greek 0, 6, x were at first aspirates, and then passed into

continuants. The Latin transliteration ph, th, oil suggests

the earlier stage ; the English pronunciation of
<f>
and as [/]

and [fS, d] represents the later.
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Back or guttural stops

aud

Front or palatal stops : , p

voiced [g], voiceless [k]. ^

§ 120. The stoppage is efFected between the ridge of

the tongue and

the back or soft palate, giving back or guttural

stops; or

the front or hard palate, giving front or palatal

stops.

As a general rule, however, the distinction is un- ,

important ; for the difference in articulation is much !

less than in the case of the continuants, and the

acoustic effect is practically identical. Both back and

front stops may be designated [g, k] for our present

purpose.

§ 121. In English voiced [g] is usually written g,

and also gg within the word and finally : gift [^ift], beg

[be^], beggar [be^a], egg [eg] ; sometimes gu, usually

before front vowels : guest [^est], rarely gh : ghost

[^oust]. The voiceless [k] is variously written,

usually c or k : keen [ki:jn], sick [sik], can [kaen],

accuse [a'kju:wz], chord [ko:d], queen [kwi:jn], tax

[tseks] ; also gh in a few words.

The place of articulation varies according to the

neighbouring sounds. The [k] is sometimes aspirated

[k^] before accented vowels, more rarely when final.
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§ 122. In French the voiced sound is written g,

and gu before front vowels (e, i, y) : gant [^a:],

guerre [ge-.r]. The voiceless [k] is never aspirated

when initial or within the word ; it is usually written

c (cc), qu (cqu) : camp [ka], qui [ki].—When there

is * liaison ' of (otherwise silent) g, it is pronounced

i
[k] : long usage [l5k yzais], rang dlevd [rak elve].

The place of articulation varies according to

neighbouring sounds ; sometimes it is very far for-

ward indeed. ^ ,

§ 123. In German the voiced sound is represented

by g 1 (except when final) and also by gg (within the

word) : Tage [ta-.gd], Siege [zi:(/9], gut [^u:t], Gift

[^ift], Egge ['^e'/g]. The voiceless [k] (aspirated

—

much more than in English— [k''] before accented

vowel, or after it when final) is written k, after a

short vowel ck, and finally also g ^
: Kohle [koilo],

Birke [birko], keck [kek], Tag [ta:k], Sieg [zi:k].

In foreign words there are various other spellings

:

Clique [klika], Accord [?a'kortJ, Chor [ko:r]. Notice

also in German words qu = [kv] (compare § 113) and

chs = [ks], for which x also occurs : Quelle [kvek],

Hexe [heksa], Fuchs [fuks].

The place of articulation is usually the middle of

the soft palate ; but before or after 'front ' sounds it

is usually more forward.

' See however § 86 for the pronunciation of g as ;i con-

tinuant.
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Teeth or dental stops : n ) ^
{

voiced [d], voiceless [t]. \
^•-^'

§ 124. The place of articulation of the dental stops

practically coincides with that of the dental con-

tinuants (see § 91).

§ 125. In English the voiced [d] is written d (also

dd within the word) : do [du:w], adder [seda], bed

[bed]. The voiceless [t]—aspirated [t^] initially, and

elsewhere, before accented vowel, and often finally

— is written t (tt) : tell [tel], matter [msetg];

AAA
English. French. German,

[t] See p. 60.

also d in the -ed of verbs after voiceless sounds :

tapped [tajpt] ; rarely th.

The articulation is usually dorsal ^ and alveolar

(' supradental ').

§ 126. In French the voiced sound is always

written d : dire [di:r], bande [ba:d]. The voiceless

[t] is not aspirated initially or within the word, and

is written t (tt) : tirer [tire], perte [pert], attendre

[atadr] ; in borrowed words also th.— When there is

^ So Sweet ; but * apical always, except when disturbed by
adjacent articulation,' Lloyd.
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'liaison' of (otherwise silent) d, it is pronounced [t] :

grand homme [grat om], r^pond-il [repot i(l)].

The articulation appears to be usually dorsal and

alveolar.

§ 127. In German the voiced [d] is written d (dd)

:

da [da:], leiden [laidan], Kladde [klado]. The
voiceless [t]—aspirated [t*"] initially, and elsewhere,

before accented vowels, often also when final—is

usually written t (tt), th, sometimes dt, and finally

also d : treu [troi], retten [reten], Stadt [Jtat], und

[?unt], Thai [ta:l]. The combination [ts] is often

written z (tz), in foreign words also c : zu [tsu],

Satz [zats], Casar [tse:zar].

The articulation is either apical and pre-alveolar,

or dorsal and alveolar.

jO'ij . Lip or labial stops :

o(M^ U voiced [b], voiceless [p].

§ 128. In general the lip stops are bilabial, i.e,

formed by a closure of both lips.

§ 129. In English the voiced sound is written

b (bb) : but [bAt], babe [be:ib], ebb [eb]. The voice-

less sound—aspirated [p^] initially, and elsewhere,

before accented vowels, and often finally—is written

P (PP) '• put [put], proper [propo], happy [haepi]

;

very rarely ph.

§ 130. In French the voiced [b] is written b (bb)

:

bon [b5], robe [rob], abbaye [abei]. The voiceless
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[p] is written p (pp) : point [pwe], troupe [trup],

frapper [frape].

§ 131. In German [b] is written b (bb), and does

not occur finally : bei [bai], aber [?a:bar], Ebbe [?eba].

The voiceless [p]—aspirated [p''] initially, and else-

where, before accented vowels, and often when final

—is written p (pp), finally also b : Paar [pa:r],

Rappe [rapa], ob [Pop].

In the combination [pf], as in Pferd, Kopf, the

[p] is often formed labiodentally, i.e. by pressing

the lower lip against the upper teeth.

Stops with nasal resonance :

nasal stops or nasals.

§ 132. The stoppage is practically identical with

that of the * oral ' or ' pure ' stops [g, k], [d, t],

[b, P].

While the latter are momentary sounds, in the

case of the nasals the breath can pass freely through

the nose, and they can consequently be continued as

long as continuants or vowels.

As a rule they have ' voice.'

Back or guttural nasal

:

and front or palatal nasal :

§ 133. In English the place of articulation of [q] is

the same as for [g, k]—viz., the middle of the soft

palate, except before front vowels, when it is further
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forward, roughly speaking, at the line between soft

and hard palate. It is written ng, and n before g [g]

and k [k]: long [hrj], strictly [lo^:], singer [sir^a],

finger [fi>?{/d], think [^ir^k]. Within the word ng is

either [rj] (singer) or [rjg] (finger) (or [nds] (strange) ).

Before voiceless sounds [-q] often loses its * voice,' at

any rate towards the end, as in length [lerjd].

^ § 134. In French [r]] is not recognised as an inde-

pendent sound. But there is a palatal nasal [ji],

never formed further back than the line between

hard and soft palate; it is often followed by [j],

becoming [pj]. It is written gn (when final, it

is always followed by e) : r^gner [repe], Cologne

[kolop]. It sometimes becomes voiceless before voice-

less sounds, as in enseignes-tu [asep'ty]. By assimila-

tion we obtain the guttural nasal sometimes, as in

une longue main [yn l5^y me].

§ 135. In German [t]] is written ng, and also n

before k and—in foreign words

—

g : lange [Imp], lang

[lar]], denken [der^kon]. In foreign words g before n

is sometimes pronounced [r]] : Agnes [?a7^nes], Signal

[zir^'na-.l] ; better [?agnes, zi'^nad].

In northern German the French nasal vowels

in borrowed words are often pronounced thus :

[a-q] for an and en, [eq] for in, [07;] for on, [ce-q]

for un. In southern and middle German and

on the stage the French vowel is usually re-

tained. See above, § 74.
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Teeth or dental nasal :

[nl.

§ 136. In English [n] the stoppage is the same as

in English [d, t]. Before and after voiceless sounds,

as in hint, sneer, [n] often loses its ' voice ' in part.

It is written n (nn) : nine [nain], manner [maena].

§ 137. In French [n] the stoppage is the same as

in French [d, t]. It is written n (nn) : neuf [noef],

toumer [turne], bonne [bon]. Long, or double,

[n] is pronounced in 'learned' words, inn^ [in:e,

inne] ; and in proper names.

When final and before a consonant (except n) the

n, together with a preceding vowel, indicates a nasal

vowel ; but in * liaison ' the [n] appears, in which case

the vowel is less strongly nasalised : un [de], but un
ami [den ami], almost [oen ami]. Often the preceding

vowel is then not regarded as nasal at all, and [yn

ami] is pronounced.

In foreign words final n often has the value of [n],

as in amen [amen], hsrmen [imen]. Earely there is

a nasal vowel within the word before a vowel or

before a second n, as in enivrer [anivre] (also

[anivre]), ennui [anqi]. Sometimes [n] loses its

* voice ' before or after voiceless sounds : (je) ne sais

pas [n se pa], hanneton [antoj, des tenailles [de tna:j].

§ 138. In German [n] the stoppage is the same as

in German [d, t]. After voiceless sounds it loses its

' voice ' wholly or in part. It is written n (nn) : nein

[nam], nennen [nenan].
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Lip or labial nasal

:

[m].

§ 139. In English [m] is bilabial, like [b, p]. It

is written m (mm) : my [mai], summer [sAma], name
[ne:im]. It loses its ' voice ' towards the end—com-

pare [t]] and [n]—before voiceless sounds, as in lamp

[Isemp].

§ 140. In French [m] is bilabial. It is written m
(mm) : mon [m5], blslmer [blaime], ferme [ferm]. In

some 'learned' words and proper names mm is pro-

nounced as a ' double,' i.e. long, sound : immortel

[im:ort6l]. It serves to indicate a nasal vowel, like n.

Before a second m there is sometimes a nasal vowel,

as in emmener [amne]; and final m has the value

[m] in foreign words and proper names : Jerusalem

[seryzalem], album [albom]. Voiceless [m] is the

rule in certain combinations, such as sme : prisme

[prism] ; it also occurs occasionally elsewhere : mon-

sieur [111SJ0], hamegon [amso], (perhaps it is here

rather [mm]),
p^^^^ ,J\>^, ^-o J^S^^ ^

§ 141. In German [m] is bilabial. It is written m
(mm): mein [main], kommen [koman], ihm [?i:ra].

It may become partly voiceless after initial sch
[J], as

in Schmerz [Jmerbs], or in foreign words after s, as in

Smaragd [sma'rakt], or t, as in Tmesis [tme:zis].
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SOUNDS IN CONNECTED SPEECH.

^ 142. So far we have considered each sound

separately. If, however, we consider all the sounds

of a language, comparing them with all the sounds of

any other language,. \Ye find that there is something

characteristic^ in tlie'ihod-) of articulating them.
^

We might say, that they sU presuppose the san^^l

basis of articulation ; and tiiis we shall have ^>

determine for each language. Again the sounds of

a language do not occur separately, but as members

of little groups, which again formi the units of larger

groups ; and we must examine the ' timbre,' length,

force and jntch of each sound, as compared with other

sounds ; as well as th<i relative sonority (audibility),

which plays an important part in the formation of

syllables. Finally we shall consider the changes of a

sound which result from its position, according as it

is influenced by a preceding or following sound, or

by both.

The Basis of Articulation.

§ 143. We can only suggest the various bases of

articulation by showing in what respects those of

other languages differ from our own.
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Strictly speaking there is no uniform basis of

articulation for all English speaking people, nor

for Frenchmen, nor for Germans, just as the

pronunciation is not uniform ; we shall there-

fore single out the speech of educated natives of

London, Paris and Berlin, which will enable us

to notice some characteristic differences.

§ 144. The French mode of articulation is more

definite, more ' narrow ' ^ than ours : the tongue is in

general much further forward in the mouth. The

lips are very active : they are strongly rounded or

protruded, or the corners of the mouth are well

drawn back ; and the mouth is smartly opened.

The timbre of the voice is bright and clear ; and

there is enough modulation to make us easily dis-

tinguish the musical intervals. The exhalation of

breath is more uniform than in English (or German),

and indeed tends to increase in force as it goes on.

I

Hence there are no 'wide' vowels, in par-

ticular no wide [u], [i] and [y] sounds (for the

half-wide weak [a], [oj, [e] and [0] sounds, com-

pare § 166) ; also no ' wide ' consonants. On the

other hand the [d, t] sounds and [z, s] sounds are

further forward than in English, the [d, t] sounds

being 'apical' instead of 'dorsal'; the [Ij is

also further forward and has a clearer sound

than ours ; and front [p] takes the place of back

[r]].—A further peculiarity is the nasalising of

certain vowels, the passage to the nose not

^ For 'narrow' and 'wide' as applied to vowels, see § 32;

as applied to consonants, see § 67.
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being closed by the velum ; and the presence of

uvular [r].

§ 145. In German the tongue is on the whole not

quite so forward in the mouth as in French. The

mode of articulation is between that and the English

:

it is more definite and precise than our own, which

appears indolent to French and German ears. The .

lips are also distinctly more active than in English ; |H|
the angle of the jaws is greater. The expiration is !

fairly uniform ; and there is more modulation of the .

voice than in English. ^^||

Hence there are more rounded vowels, and

there is less variety of indefinite (neutral) vowels.

The [d, t] sounds and [z, s] sounds are further

forward ; the [1] is also further forward, and has a

clearer sound than ours ; the [S] is strengthened

by protrusion of lips. A further peculiarity is (at

any rate in middle and northern Germany) the

frequency of front and back continuants ; and

the presence of uvular [r].
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THE SOUNDS IN THEIR RELATION TO

EACH OTHER.

Fundamental properties.

§ 146. We distinguish three fundamental properties

of the sounds of speech : length (duration, quantity),

force (stress, emphasis, ' dynamic ' accent), and pitch

(intonation, 'musical' accent).

When the formation of a sound is perfect, the

force of the expiration is identical with the force

ofthe mouth articulation; there is an 'equilibrium

of the active and reactive forces of articulation

'

(Techmer). In order to maintain this equili-

brium, long sounds are as a rule more tensely

(firmly) articulated than short sounds, i.e. the

long are narrow, the short are wide. Again,

when the expiration is strong, the pitch is

higher ; when the expiration is weak, the pitch

is lower. Still, as deviations from the normal

inter-relation of these fundamental properties

are not uncommon, length, force and pitch are

best considered separately.

§ 147. If we regard the sounds in the speech of an

individual as a whole, it will depend on their length

whether he speaks fast or slowly (' drawls
')

; it will

I
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depend on their force, whether he speaks in a loud

or low ('inaudible') voice; it will depend on their

pitch, whether he speaks in a high or in a deep

voice. A clear and distinct speech depends on all

three, but principally en the force with which the

sounds are uttered.—The peculiar character of each

voice (which enables us to distinguish individuals by

their speech) is largely due to the quality of the

larynx, and partly due to the basis of articulatio

(see § 142).

§ 148. Connected words are uttered in bars ofspeet

according to the length and force of each expiration.

When the bars depend on the length of the

exhalatior>, they are also called breath groups (French
' groupes de souffle,' German ' Atemtakte ' or ' Atem-

gruppen
')

; the line of separation between two con-

secutive groups (or bars) lying between the end of

one expiration and the beginning of the next.

When the bars depend on the force of the

exhalation, they are called stress groups (French

'groupes de force,' German ' Nachdruckstakte or

-gruppen
')

; the line of separation between two con-

secutive groups lying at a point where the stress,

after falling to a minimum, begins to rise again.

In practice the breath groups and stress groups

cannot always be considered separately; they

may either coincide or not; and further,

there is variety in the usage of individual

speakers. The division of connected speech into

groups (or bars) is therefore to a large extent

subjective, depending on each individual; ex-

1
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cept in so far as these groups coincide with

sentences or clauses (or even single words) which

are separated by pauses (of breath, and at the

same time logical ; usually indicated in writing

by means of punctuation).

Designation :

§ 149. The length of sounds is here indicated by the

addition of [:] ; the force of sounds is generally only

indicated where a syllable has the chief stress, here

by ['] preceding the first sound of that syllable.

The pitch of sounds is sometimes indicated by [ /
]

for rising and [ \ ] for falling tone, [^] and [V] repre-

senting combinations of these.

The general tone of voice is sometimes indicated

by [ r ] for a high and [L] for a low voice. The rate

of speech and the degree of loudness is not usually

indicated.

The 'groups ' are in some transcri})tions sepaiated

by a vertical line [I] ; in others the words are either

not separated or separated by hyphens [-], and blank

spaces are left between the groups.
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§ 150. For general purposes it will suflSce to use the

old, purely relative, distinction of short sounds, e.g.

[u], and long sounds, e.g. [u:] ; now and then we
shall also require the term half-long, indicating length

intermediate between ' short ' and * long.'
j

Although the term * length ' or ' quantity ' is gene-

rally applied to vowels only, we find differences in

length in the case of consonants also, including even

the stops (sometimes called * momentary ' sounds).

§ 151. The length of a stop is the time that elapses

between the formation of the closure and its opening.

Only when the stop is at the beginning of a word

can we really say that the sound is ' momentary
'

;

for in this case the formation of the closure is not

audible, and the sound as such does not come into

existence until the closure is opened. On the other

hand, we may (it is not essential) produce a stop at

the end of a word without any audible opening of

the closure ; in that case the sound as such results

from the formation of the closure, which is audible

when it follows another sound.

Long stops easily give the impression that they are

double sounds, especially owing to the fact just

mentioned, that under certain circumstances the
104
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formation of the closure by itself and the opening

of it by itself may have the value of a stop, and also

to the fact that in long stops the closure is usually

opened with increased force.

Long liquids, etc., also give the impression of

being double when there is an increase of force in

the course of their production ; see the examples

in § 155.

Vowels.

§ 152. In English the rules for the quantity of

vowels are, according to Sweet

:

Long vowels only occur in syllables with strong

stress (rarely where stress is not quite strong)

;

finally, e.g. [a:] in err, fur, and before voiced con-

sonants, e.g. [a:] in hard, [0:] in all. Except these

three [a: 0: o:] there are no simple long vowels ; they

are followed by [a], or by [w] (in the case of ' long

u '), by [j] (in * long e,' as in seen), by [ii] (in ' long

'), by [i] (in ' long a,' as in pale). The second

element of these diphthongs shares the length of the

first, so that in the [u:w] of who, the [i:j] of he, the

[o:ii] of rode, and the [e:i] of pale, each element is

half-long.i

Before voiceless sounds the long vowels [a: o: 9:],

as well as the diphthongs [u:w i:j o:u e:i] are reduced

to half-length ; and in syllables which have not the

^ The mark over [i] and [li] must not be taken to indicate

that the vowel is short ; it implies that the vowel is unable to

bear a syllable, that it is a voyelle consminante, not a voyelle

syllabique.
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chief accent they are also half-long, or short. Ex-

amples : [a:] in haxt, [o:ti] in wrote, [o:] in almighty.

When a ' short ' vowel precedes a final voiced

consonant, it often becomes half-long (and the other-

wise * long ' consonant also becomes half-long) ; e.g.

bad, his.

Jn slow and emphatic speech the final [e^] in pity,

steady, etc., and sometimes the [o] in better, etc

are half or quite long.

Accented short vowels occur in final syllables

in monosyllables) before voiceless consonants, as i:

bat, hiss ; often also in other than final syllables

in better, natural, etc. Unaccented short vowels are

very common.

The relative value of ' long ' and ' short ' vowels

in English has not yet been satisfactorily deter-

mined.

§ 153. In French the following rules have been

given by P. Passy :

Sj^' Vowels are long in syllables with chief accent

?\ j^^before a pause) before the voiced continuants

k^*\ [r z 5 V jj ; e.g. [e:] in faire, [y:J in ruse, [a:] in

nage, [i:] in rive, [ce:J in feuille ; similarly where

-je is added to a verb with final vowel, as in dis-je

[di:5]. The sounds [a o 0], and the nasal vowels are

long before other consonants also. But before the

consonant sound due to ' liaison ' the vowel is not

lengthened : pas ici = [paz isi] with short [a] ; in

the same way, m^chante is [mejait], but m^chant et

vilain is [mejat e vile] with short [a].—Before con-

sonants that are not voiced continuants the other

I
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vowels (except [e]) are rarely long, even when a

pause follows. All final vowels are also short as a

rule.

§ 154. In German the vowels of accented syllables

are long or short.

The long vowels (except [a:] and [e:J they are all

close) occur finally, with or without accent, e.g. [a:]

in ja, da, Emma. The only final vowels that are

short are the unaccented [a], and [a] in interjectional

na, da, ja. The vowels are long also befoie a single

consonant or before a combination of consonants

which could begin a word, e.g. [i:] in ihr, Mitra

(the syllable is open when a vowel follows the con-

sonant(s), as in ihrig = ih-rig, Mitra = Mi-tra). It is

less common for a vowel to be long when a combina-

tion of consonants follqws which could not begin a

word, e.g. [o:] in Mend (then the syllable is c/os^tZ and

remains so even when a vowel follows the consonants :

Monde ; in many cases, however, such syllables were

open in an earlier stage of the language).

In syllables with secondary accent, virtually long

vowels become half-long or even short, e.g. [e] in

Sekretar, [i] in Militar.

Accented short vowels, which were short also in the

earlier stages of the language, as [e, 0], are almost

confined to ' closed ' syllables, and are ' open

'

sounds.

In the ordinary spelling the consonant is doubled

after a short vowel wathin the word, and often finally,

as in fiillen, satt ; and the length of a vowel is often

indicated by adding h, by doubling the vowel, or

—
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sometimes in the case of i—by adding e : Mehl^

That, Saat, dieser, etc. . ^1
The relative duration of German ' long ' and ' short ' !

vowels has been variously estimated; it naturally

differs according to dialects and even individuals.

Briicke obtained the proportion 5:3, Krauter 3:2,

Ph. Wagner (Reutlingen dialect) 3:2.

Vietor's measurements of his own speech (Nassau)

gave the following results

:

E elation of long to short 2 (average 0.3 second)

:

1 (average 0.15 second) ; and he arrived at the fol-

lowing results, taking this scale : 0. 1 second, over-

short ; 0.15 second, short; 0.2 second, half-short;

0.25 second, half-long ; 0.3 second, long ; 0.35 second,

over-long.

The ' long ' vowels are—I. * over-long ' in final

syllables with the chief stress before a pause (1) when

not followed by a consonant, (2) when followed by a

single consonant (or by a liquid and a consonant)

;

II. 'long' {a) in syllable with chief stress (1) when
the syllable is final and the vowel is followed by a

combination of consonants, (2) in the last syllable

but one, or in a syllable that was formerly * open,'

and (b) in the syllable following a syllable with chief

stress and ' over-long ' vowel ; III. ' half-long ' (a) in

syllable with chief stress, preceding the last syllable

and ending in a combination of consonants, (b) in

the syllable following a syllable with chief stress

and * long ' vowel ; IV. * half-short ' if in a syllable

preceding the chief stress.

The ' short ' vowels are—I. ' half-short ' in syllables

with chief stress (1) in last syllable before a single
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stop, (2) in last but one before a double (i,e. long)

stop; II. 'short' (a) in syllables with chief stress,

(1) in last syllable when no consonant follows, (2) in

last but one, or in a formerly ' closed ' syllable, (b) un-

accented, final e [a] ; III. ' over-short ' : accented

in last syllable, before liquid or liquid and consonant.

The diphthongs are on the whole treated like the

long vowels.

Consonants.

§ 165. In English there is a marked difference

between long and short consonants. According to

Sweet, all those final consonants are long (or half-

long) which follow an accented short (or half-long)

vowel, e.g. [p] in map [maep], strictly [msep:], [t] in

hit [hit], strictly [hit:], [s] in us [as], strictly [as:]

[z], in is [iz], strictly [iz:], etc. There may be several

voiced consonants, but the effect on the first of them

is the same : build is really [bil:d], lands []8en:dz].

Long consonants also occur where words are closely

connected or compounded, as in wild duck, ripe pear :

here the formation of the closure is the * first d (p)
*

and the opening of it is the ' second d (p) ' ; or in

slim man, full list, with them : here the sound gains

a fresh value through an increase of force, and the

consonant becomes 'double,' or the [m, 1, S] are

simply lengthened. In somewhat careless speech the

simple consonants are substituted.

§ 156. In French (according to Ph. Wagner) the

consonants are long or over-long before a pause, -j^-" ^ ,

the quantity of the preceding vowel being immaterial. ' .j^j^i

f
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In cases like mont(ent) tous, la nett(e)t4, Ik d(e)dans,

the [t:, d:] are over-long, and long when they are

some distance from the final syllable of the group,

as in le temps d(e) transmettre (d(e)t = [t:]). Long

also is the initial [s:] in sals pas (for je ne sais pas),

and [t:] in temps en temps (for de temps en temps).

In cases like illegal, illusion, etc., and irrit^, irr^-

gulier, etc., there appears to be no lengthening

(Ph. Wagner). Rousselot gives the following rules

as the result of his own experiments

:

Stops are a little shorter than continuants. Voiced

sounds are often shorter than voiceless sounds. The

length of the consonants is in inverse proportion to

the length of the word. There is an ' accent of time

or duration' which lengthens certain consonants.

—

The ' doubled sounds ' are single consonants with

greater force and double length.

§ 157. In German the length of consonants (especi-

ally continuants, including nasals) is to some extent

affected by their position ; e.g. [m] is short initially,

but long when it is final and follows an accented

vowel.

Long consonants also occur (as in English, com-

pare § 155) when words are closely connected or

compounded; e.g. mitteilen, Packkorb and Tauf-

feier, Baummeise, StilUeben. Here, too, the simple

consonants are substituted in careless speech.
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§ 158. The sounds and small or large groups of

sounds in ordinary speech are not uttered with uniform

force; there is either a decrease [>] (decrescendo)

or an increase [<] (crescendo) in the force with

which the breath is exhaled ; and the force with

which the consonants are articulated (i.e. the force

employed for forming a * narrowing ' or ' closure ')

usually decreases or increases in the same proportion

(see § 146). We can therefore distinguish various

degrees of force if we compare the parts of a sound

or of a group of sounds. This is more easily done if

we whisper the sound or sounds, as our ear is then

not confused by the addition of 'voice.' Accurate

results can obviously be obtained only by mechanical

methods.

§ 159. Differences in the force of exhalation are

most important in the case of vowels. A relatively

greater or greatest degree of force is called accent or

stress ; the vowels concerned are accented or stressed.

g 160. If we take the accent of a syllable, we can

investigate the nature of this accent; and, if the

syllable contains more than one vowel, we must

determine which has the stronger accent. If the
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first of two vowels has the stronger stress, the diph-

thong is ' descending' ; if the second, the diphthong is

'ascending' (see § 56); and ' level,' if they have the

same accent. The symbol for level stress is [=].

§ 161. We determine the accent of a woi'd by find-

ing out the vowel in it which has the chief (prin-

cipal, strongest) stress ; the other vowels either have

secondary stress, or they are unaccented. In accord-

ance with this, we distinguish ' strong,' ' half-strong^

and ' weak ' syllables. When several syllables hai

the same accent there is * level stress.'

When a language shows a wide range between

the extremes of ' strong ' and ' weak ' expiration,

the unaccented vowels tend to change into the

indefinite vowel sounds [g], etc. On the other

hand, there is considerable variety in the force

of the secondary accents ; and the formation of

compound words is easier.

§ 162. There is further the accemt of the sentence, ob-

tained by ascertaining the most strongly pronounced

vowel of the sentence ; and there are also secondary

accents of varying force.

§ 163. This stress of words and sentences serves

to emphasise certain ideas ; it is ' emphatic ' accent.

This explains why the accent of the word must yield

to the accent of the sentence. Some words (enclitics

and proclitics) lose their stress under certain circum-

stances.

§ 164. The force of expiration is a matter of some

importance in the case of consonants. It generally
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depends on the degree of force of the expiration

possessed by the preceding or following vowel at the

moment when the two sounds meet.

AmoDg the consequences of strong expiration

are: the change or 'shifting' of voiceless stops to

aspirates and affricates, e.g. [p] to [p'^] and [pf]

;

the shifting of voiced sounds to voiceless sounds,

e.g. [b] to [p] ; the development and retention of

distinct [h] sounds ; the development and reten-

tion of the glottal stop (compare § 32) ;
partly

also the retention of final ' unaccented e.'

§ 165. English. Taking first the accent of the

syllable
J
we find that generall}^ the diphthongs are

'descending' or decrescendo diphthongs: [ai] = i,

[au] = ou, [oi] = oi, [o:u] = o, [e:i] = a, etc.

In the word also the accentuation is usually de-

scending ; the chief accent falls upon the syllable

which is logically the most important, i.e. the stem

syllable, which usually comes first in the word. This

principle has been adopted even in the case of foreign

words ; compare the native holiness ['ho:ulinis]

and the foreign memory ['memari]. In unaccented

syllables an original a, 0, u, and also er, etc., regularly

becomes the ' neutral ' vowel [o] : Arab [aerab],

almoner [a:m8no].

There are many compound words ; frequently they

are separated in writing. The rule used to be that

the chief accent was on the first partj[ >
]

; according

to Sweet the following now holdsjgood, if we con-

sider the accentuation of compounds with regard to

their meaning : level stress [=] contrasts, and uneven

H
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stress ([ > ], less frequently [ < ]) unites the ideas ex-

pressed by the compound words.

Hence (according to Sweet) there is level stress

(a) in the combination of substantive and substantive,

the first having attributive force : steel pen, garden

wall (but > in the case of natural objects when the

two ideas have become blended into one : butterfly,

blackbird (but black bird with =) ; similarly com-

pounds with street have > accentuation, but those

with road, square, etc., =) ;
(h) adjective (or adverb^,

and adjective : good-looking, twenty-five
;

(c) ii^|
separable compounds in which the second part has

a clearly marked meaning : undo, thirteen
;
(d) inter-

jections : hallo, bravo; a^so in the foreign amen;
(e) foreign names : Berlin, Chinese.

The > accentuation is found : (a) when the com-

pound denotes a casual relation, an action or a

natural phenomenon : rainbow, walking excursion,

earthquake
; (b) in an otherwise = compound, if it

is employed as an attribute before a substantive

:

thirteen men.

The < accentuation is found (a) in 'constant'

combinations of substantives with of: bill of fare;

(b) in title and name : Mr Smith
;

(c) in forms of

address : good morning !

There is often aspiration of initial and final voice-

less stops before and after the vowel which bears the

chief accent ; thus two [t^u:wj, not [not^].

Initial [h] is weak, and often in danger of being

lost ; it regularly disappears, even in educated speech,

in the 'weak' forms of certain monosyllables (see

§29).
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The final * unaccented e ' has long been lost ; and

the final [a], even where it is not = er, or, etc., in

uneducated speech often takes a [r] sound : idea of

[aidiiar av]. This is now sometimes heard even in

educated speech.

Enclitics are common ; here a, 0, u (and sometimes

other vowels) are reduced to [a]. This leads to

numerous pairs of (* strong ' and ' weak ') forms :

and [aend] and [and] or [an], from [from] and [fram],

us [as] and [as], etc.

The accentuation of the sentence has also a logical

basis. But—particularly in educated speech—there

is not a very great range between the extremes

(chief accent and no accent), so that sometimes

subject and predicate (or even subject, predicate

and object) appear to have the same accent, and the

sentence appears to have = rather than < accentua-

tion (which is clearly the case in attributive adjective

and substantive). The syllables with secondary

accent very often become quite unaccented.

Where there is a contrast, a strong accent is regu-

larly employed to mark the contrasted words.

There is, besides, a distinct tendency to rhythmic

accentuation in polysyllables, in compounds, and in

the sentence.

§ 166. In French the accent is far less strongly

marked than in English ; and the tendency as regards

its movements is directly opposed to the Teutonic.

In the syllable there are the ' ascending ' diph-

thongs [wa, wa] = oi, [je] = ie, [we] = oin, [je] = ien, ,

etc., with < accentuation.
^ v^5l5^/
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In the word there is the same ascending accentua-

tion ; the last sonorous syllable bears the stress
;

jamais [sa'me], pardoijtner [par^o'nej^. .consideration

[kosidera'sjoj. ThiaJ&-t^-^-p«i^- in- -^ee1*y ''•'''Wt in

practice other influences frequently cross i^ - The
first, or some other earlier, syllable H^ftly^nai; a

secondary accent, which becomes particularly obvious

to the ear when it is combined with a higher pitch of

the voice. It is not uncommon for this accent to

have greater force even than the normal accent of

the word ; this is especially the case when the last

syllable but one is long : thus baron is ['ba:r5] rather

than [ba:'r5], and beaucoup is ['bo:ku] rather than

[bo:'ku].

We find very much the same influences at work irf

the sentence. The rhetorical element is far more

important than in English ; and the rhythmic ten-

dency is very marked. For instance, in le roi Jean

the accent is on Jean, but in le roi Theodores the

syllables roi and -ros are accented.

Where there is a contrast the accent shifts to the

syllables which mark it :

^' se soumettre ou se

d^mettre, with strong accents on sou- and d^-.

The absence of accent causes long vowels to

be reduced to half length {e.g. rase and raser),

and changes the short [o, a, e, e] to sounds

approaching [a], as in the vowels preceding the

accent in comment, mardi, m^chant; when the

syllable is weaker still these vowels (as also [0]

and [oe], and occasionally others) actually become

[a], as in peut-ltre, dejeuner. This [a], unless its

position preserves it, may drop out altogether (as
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[a] of le in je le dis) ; on the other hand when it is

accented it may become a full [ce] (as e in dis-le).

—Consonants also frequently disappear in weak

syllables ; thus in ordinary conversation the 1 of

il is dropped before a consonant. Instances of

' strong ' and ' weak ' forms are, e.g. le [la] and

la [la] before consonants, and 1'
[1] before vowels.

§ 167. In German there is mainly > accent in the

syllable as well as in the word.

The accent of a long vowel ia an ' open ' syllable

1

n 1

l<i:^" f--~-

A

;'

X

^::i^^

fi-—^

—

T'"^

1
""

"^

assertion, - question,

anger, , _ . . . warning.

{e.g. du) has been ascertained by means of the

cymagraph. The results are shown in the accom-

panying diagram, which gives the characteristic

curves for the word du according as it is pronounced

in a tone of (1) assertion, (2) question, (3) anger, (4)

warning.

The diphthongs [ai] = ai, ei, [aii] = au, [oi] = eu, Su
are accented on the first element.

In the vjord (in almost all cases where it is really

German) the accent is on the stem syllable, which is
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logically the most important, and—as in English

—

this is the first syllable in simple (uncompounded)

words : H^iligung, drbeitete ; exceptions : Fertile,

Holiinder, Homfsse (but also Hdrnisse), leb^ndig,

Wachdlder; also luth^risch. There is a secondary

accent on the second syllable of 6l6nd, 616nd ; both

[?e:lent]. Foreign words usually retain their original

accent : Ddktor, pi. Doktdren, Hot^l ; old loan words,

or foreign words that are much used, receive German
accentuation : Funster, Dutzend, K6gnak. Foreign

suffixes, e.g. -ei, -ieren, -ur are accented, even when
they have been added to German stems : Bettel^i,

hausferen, Glasur. The foreign accentuation is also

found in the originally Slavonic names in -in of some

north German towns : Berlfn.

The accent varies in some words which are fre-

quently contrasted with certain other words that have

the same or similar terminations : Singular—Plural,

Infanterie—K^vallerie, instead of Singular, Infan-

terfe, etc. Similarly, an otherwise quite unaccented

syllable may receive the chief accent, if it is to be

particularly emphasised, especially for purposes of

contrast : g^gkngen ['geigar^an], nicht v^rgkngen.

There is a greater range between the extremes

(chief accent and no accent) than in English.

The syllables with ' chief accent ' are very strongly

marked. On the other hand the unaccented vowels

have in many cases passed into ' unaccented e,' i.e.

[a]. The great range of accentuation makes it

possible to have much variety of force in the

secondary accents ; hence German lends itself par-

ticularly well to the formation of long compounds.
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The first element of compound words usually has

the chief stress, as being the determining word, as in

Sdnntagsh^iligung ; the accent in Jlilirhundert follows

the same logical principle. Level stress is much less

common : st^inr^icli ; it usually indicates that the

two parts of the compound are logically equal.

Ascending accent is found in the following cases

:

In substantives : (ci) in words like H61ieprfester

(for hohe Priester)
;

(h) in geographical names and in

names of festivals, etc., the first part of which is an

adjective or a genitive: N^uwled,' Eberswdlde (but

Kdrlsbkd and some others) ; also N6rd6st, etc. ; and

Griindonnerstag, Fr6nl^ichnam (Fron originally 'of

the Lord ') ;
(c) in many compounds, the second part

of which is itself a compound atd ' heavier ' than the

first part : Oberfdrstmeister (but 6berforster) ; (d)

in compounds which have the chiei accent far from

the end : (sometimes) Lkndgerichtsdirlktor, as though

it were Land + Gerichtsdirektor (compare (c) ), and

not Landgerichts + Direktor.

In adjectives : (a) in words like bkldmojlich (for

so bald wie moglich), and in derivatives like h6he-

prlesterlicb
;

(h) when the first part is all- (giving

emphasis) : kllgemdin
;

(c) when the first part is ^It-,

and the second refers to a nation or countiv •

kltfndisch (but usually dltd^utsch, and dltfrankiscL

in the sense of dltmbdisch)
;

(d) in several adjectives

in -licli and -ig (in most cases the middle syllable is

' heavy ') : kbsclidulich, bkrmh^rzig (in some the

accentuatitm varies, e.g. absichtlich, armselig)
;

(e)

un- + verbal adjective: imlidrbar
; (/) in IMbdigen,

vbllkdmmen, willk6mnien ; also in kusgezdichnet.
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In verbs: (a) with miss-: missbrduchen (mlss-

deiiten is rare)
;
(b) with inseparable voll- : v511^nden

;

(c) with inseparable durch-, hinter-, iiber-, um-, unter-,

wider- : diirchdrfngen, Mnterbrlngen, ubers^tzen,

etc. (in the verbs with separable and accented durch,

etc., the prefix is still distinctly adverbial; thus

diirchdringen = durch dringen, hindurch dringen).

In particles (instead of level stress) : b6rgd,uf, v6rh^r.

Level stress is found in the follo^v^ing cases :

In substantives : (a) in names like H^ssen-Nd-ssau

(for Hessen und Nassau), bat here frequently<
;

(b) in compounds with Erz-, where this prefix merely

serves to give emphasis aiid has lost its original force

( = Greek archi-) : :6rzs^h41m (but 6rzbisch6f
) ;

(c) in

long compounds, th^ two parts of which are them-

selves compounds : R6d,lschiil6berUhrer.

In adjectives- (a) when the first part merely

serves to emphasise the second : st^inr^ich (see above);

(b) when the word is so long that one accent seems

insuflficient. unwiederbrfnglich (but also imwieder-

brfnglich/.

The accentuation of particles is usually =, but

some<^i'mes becomes < or >, owing to the rhythm of

neighbouring words : b^rgduf and b^rg^uf ; w^itdus,

w^tdus, and w^itkus.

Such variation occurs in adjectives also : er ist

st^inr^ich, but often ein st^inr^icher Mann. On the

other hand words naturally accented > or < may
receive level stress if they are strongly emphasised :

eine fiirchtbdre Kalte (Kalte) ; in such cases > may
also become < ; in the last example we might also

have fbrchtbdxe.
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These are examples of a tendency to rhythm] as

other instances we may take words like Landgerichts-

direktor and Realscliuloberlehrer mentioned above.

Owing to the force of the word accent, the voice-

less stops initially before, and finally after, an accented

vowel pass over into aspirates : Kind [k^^int''], tot

[t''o:t'^], Pack [p^ak'']. The force of the accent also

explains the energetic initial [h], as in Halt [halt],

liier [hi:r], and the retention of the glottal stop

:

echt [^e^t], alle [?ab]. This applies to the secondary

no less than to the chief accent : Schdsskind with

[k^], Anhklt with distinct [h], lindeht with [?e].

Words often lose their accent in the sentence ; and

some (enclitics and proclitics) have 'strong' and
' weak ' forms according to the force of the accent

:

er = [?e:r] or [?er] or [?or] or even [or] ; der = [de:r]

or [der] or [dar], etc. An extreme case of this is the

complete loss of words, e.g. M6rgen ! for guten

Mdrgen

!

In the sentence we observe an accentuation which

obeys very much the same principles as that of the

word. Often the 'bars' of a sentence (see § 148)

coincide with the words, and then have > accentua-

tion. But taking the sentence as a whole the <
(crescendo) is the rule ; for the subject usually goes

before the predicate, and it is the predicate which, as

a rule, supplies the 'determining' element of the

sentence and therefore has the chief accent, while the

subject usually has a secondary accent : "ich schr^ibe,"

" der Htind b^Ut," " er ist krdnk." If the predicate

has an object, then the object is the ' determining

'
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word, and therefore has the chief stress of the

sentence :
" ich schrMbe einen Brief." In compound

tenses, in inverted clauses, and in secondary clauses,

the accentuation changes also, and < becomes > or

< >. The attributive adjective has a rather weaker

accent than the word to which it belongs :
" die

kindliche Lfebe" (but "die Liebe der Kfnder," "zu
den Kfndem"). Where there is a contrast, the

emphasis on the contrasted words counteracts the

usual tendencies of senteuce accentuation :
" ist ^r

krknk (oder sie) ?
"
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168. All voiced sounds necessarily have a certain

musical yitch (or intonation); and, though this is

most important in the case of vowels, the term

'voiced sounds' here, as usually, includes voiced

consonants.

In ordinary speech the voice does not remain for

any appreciable time on one note, but is continually

gliding to a higher or lower note. If we dwell on

each separate sound, giving it a uniform musical

value, speech becomes a recitative or a song.

§ 169. Uniform tone does indeed occur in speech,

especially in the short vowels ; we here have to

distinguish at least three varieties, a high tone
[ ], a

middle tone [—]
(or no symbol), and a low tone [_].

But far more frequent—not only in the sentence

or in polysyllables, but also in the syllable—is rising

[ / ] or falling [ \ ] tone, and of compound tones the

commonest are the rising-falling
[ ^ ] and the falling-

rising [ V ].

These terms correspond very roughly to the

actual facts. The musical interval between the

highest and lowest note in a case of a rising or

falling tone may be of very varying length ; and

it may not be a simple rising or falling, but a

series of rises and falls, which can only be
"3
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accurately determined by mechanical means, the

human ear being unable to distinguish more

than the general result of these infinite variations

of pitch.

Apart from the intonation of the sentence we must

take into account the tone of the voice as a whole,

which may be high [ P ], middle, or low [ L ] ; in the

case of women and children the tone of voice is

higher than in men (see § 10, note 3). .^Bi

11
I

§ 170. In English the simple rising or falling tone
'

' has the same value as punctuation in written speed^-

The falling tone is used for making or confirmin^HI

statement ; the rising tone asks a question or pre-

pares for the making or confirming of a statement

;

in the second part of an alternative question there

is falling tone. The compound tones on the other

hand usually serve to express various states of emo-

tion ; the rising-falling tone suggests stubbornness

or surliness, and we use the falling-rising tone in order

to give a warning. Certain monosyllables, such as

yes, no, hm, oh, etc. , may represent a whole sentence,

and the intonation of that one sentence will be

crowded into the tone in which the monosyllable is

uttered.

The range between the highest and lowest note

varies according to the dialect of the speaker, his

temperament, and the particular emotion to which

he is giving expression. It may be as much as two

octaves in the same syllable ; sometimes the most

important members of a sentence do not differ by
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more than half a tone, or are even quite of the same

pitch.

The following diagram is a facsimile of the cyMagraphic

representation of du, showing the waves of sound.

§171. In Fkench the intonation is more musical;
/

the notes are clearer and the intervals more distinct.

Tn the use of falling and rising tone, etc., French

agrees on the whole with English ; the compound

tones are particularly common. The average pitch

of voice is higher than in English.

§ 172. In German the intonation is very similar to

our own. There is rather more variety of musical

tone; and the average pitch of the voice is higher,

though not as high as in French.
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SONORITY ; FORMATION OF SYLLABLES.

§ 173. The degree oi sonority which a sound possesses,

or in other words the distance to which it will carry,

depends on various factors : whether there is * voice

'

or not ; whether the ' voice ' is the more or the less

important part of the sound—which again depends on

the accompanying resonance or noise (friction, etc.)

;

and if there is no ' voice,' whether the noise is more

or less distinct—which depends on the articulation

employed.

§ 174. The vowels possess sonority in the highest

degree ; for they are voiced, have resonance, and the

passage through the mouth is free. As the passage

is widest for [a], this sound has greater sonority than

any other. Then come the voiced liquids and nasals
;

they are voiced sounds with resonance and with no

great narrowing of the mouth passage, or with free

passage through the nose, the mouth being closed.

After these are the voiced, and then voiceless con-

tinuants and stops ; the voiceless [s,
J] being par-

ticularly marked owing to their sharp sound.

§ 175. In sounds otherwise identical there may be

varying degrees of sonority according to the force of

expiration, the pitch, the length (especially in the

case of vowels), and the energy of articulation (in the

case of consonants).
126
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§ 176. According to its sonority a sound is more or

less distinctly audible. The least sonorous, viz.,

[k, t, p], could not be heard even at a short distance

;

[g, d, b] carry a little further, and so on. Sounds

that are weak in this respect may become more

distinct if associated with more sonorous sounds;

and thus the vowels, being most sonorous of all, are

not only themselves audible at a very great distance,
\

but can also make a number of preceding or following

sounds carry far.

§ 177. Apart from their own sonority, they there-

fore form a kind of support for weaker sounds : they

may be said to carry the syllable. The term ' syllable

'

is also applied to an isolated vowel, or to a vowel

standing beside other vowels equally sonorous, some-

times also to other sonorous sounds. If a syllable-

carrying vowel has had as much as it can bear joined

on to it, the rest is dropped, unless it can obtain the

help of some auxiliary vowel, or unless it possesses

sufficient sonority to become a syllable itself (compare

^ French esprit), y^- ^ -^ A-- I'aC^--^-"- •
^'-'- - ^ '

As aTule, it is vowels that 'carry' the syllables;

but this can also be done by liquids and nasals (not,

however, in syllables with chief stress, in English,

French and German, except perhaps in interjections

like the German brr [br]), and by the voiceless [s,S],

also in interjections : [pst], [hj], etc.

§ 178. A consonant between two vowels usually,

but not always, belongs to both syllables. It is

impossible, therefore, always to divide oft' the

syllables according to their pronunciation ; and
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where the exigencies of writing or printing de-'

mand it, we often find inconsistencies. Thus we
divide lead-ing, but in German it is lei-dend ; the

pronunciation of the d being the same in eacli

case, as it belongs to both syllables, the closure

to the first, the opening to the second.

If, however, there is a change of force, i.e. a

weakening and then again a strengthening of pres^

sure in the current of breath, we can be in no doul

as to the division between the syllables ; for here

coincides with the change of force. Thus the d

English ado or German Geduld belongs to the secoi

syllable.
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INFLUENCE OP OTHER SOUNDS.

Assimilation and Dissimilation.

§ 179. Initial sounds are often influenced by the

sounds which follow, final sounds by those that pre-

cede, and sounds occurring within the word by those

on both sides. In dealing with the resulting changes,

we must take into account that a sound may begin

or end a written word, and yet not be treated as an

initial or final sound, because it is within a breath

group. In I saw Tom and Jack d is the final of

and if we consider the word by itself ; but if we take

it as part of the breath group, we can no longer

regard it as a final.

§ 180. The general rule is, that when two sounds

come together, those movements of articulation which

are common to both are executed once only, as far as

that is feasible (Winteler).

§ 181. Sometimes certain movements of articulation

are made a little sooner or kept up a little longer

than the sound really requires, and this somewhat
modifies a preceding or following sound (or even

sounds).

Thus a sound may become voiced (or voiceless)

through the influence of neighbouring voiced (or

voiceless) sounds; a sound maybe 'mouille' (palatal-

I "9
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ised) by the front of the tongue being raised

before the [i] sound is actually pronounced ; or

rounded (labialised) by the lips being rounded before

the [u] sound is actually produced.

A large number of the changes recorded in

Historical Grammars are due to these ten-

dencies ; they are to some extent reflected in

the conventional spelling, but become clear

only when the nature of the spoken sounds

is realised.

Vowels.

§ 182. In English the most striking changes hav

been caused by a following [r], now [a(r)] ; compare

far, fare with fat, fate. The same tendency is still at

work, e.g. in poor [pu:8, poia]. Here there has been

change in iYlq place and manner of articulation. Its dur-

ation has also been changed in some cases ; compare,

for instance, the frequent lengthening of [0] before

[f, ft, s] : off, oft, loss. Again short vowels before

final voiced consonants become half-long or long :

bad, dig ; and long vowels (particularly diphthongs)

become half long before voiceless consonants : fate,

poke. Place, manner and duration of articulation

are altered in the change from [ae] to [a:] before a

dental, as in past, dance, which is not yet universal.

The double forms [Si, Oa] = the, and [tu, ta] = to,

vary according to the following sounds ; the first of

each pair being used before vowels, the second before

consonants.

As an example of dissimilation we may take the

if
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diphthongising of original long vowels which is still

in progress ([e:i] in day is going on to [e:i, sd-X, a:i]). 1

Final accented vowels are long or diphthongal

:

ah, day; unaccented [i] or [e^] and [o] may also then

be lengthened : steady ! never !

§ 183. In French the place and manner of articula-

tion is also influenced by a following [r] ; and the

duration too, as in far, mort, heure, except in -er with

liaison, as in premier ^e. The sound [v] has a similar

etFect to [r] : fleuve
;

[z] and [3] lengthen vowels :

ruse, neige ; so do [r] and [v] in certain cases, -with-

out producing any other change : lire, prouve. Some-

times a vowel is changed owing to the anticipation of

<x, a following front vowel, the front of the tongue being

lowered too soon, as in [ete], a common pronunciation y^ ^^

for [et6] = 6tait, or beiag advanced too soon, as in
'^^^

[5oeli] for [5Dli]=joli.

When [u], [i] or [y] ends a word within a breath

group, and before a vowel, it usually changes to [w],

[j] or [q], e.g. [i] in qui est Ik? An [a] in the same

position is dropped, as also the [a] of la ; in writ-

ing this is, as a rule, only indicated in the case of la,

and in the monosyllables me, le, etc.

Other unaccented vowels also disappear now and

then. ^v^A-.^i:^V--^^'^-^'^^
The [o] may be_ inserted in order to avoid the

clashing of three consonants, e.g. in porte bien

[porta bje].

Final vowels are short (amie in pronunciation =

ami), though a little longer than short vowels preced-

ing consonants.
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§ 184. In German most long vowels undergo a

change in the place of articulation when followed

by r = [r (^r, q^, g)]. In conversational German the

close [e] and [o] sounds become more open, as in her,

vor ; and the long [i, y, 0] become somewhat deeper

and duller, as in mir, fiir, Stor.

The short vowels are little affected by [r]. On the

other hand their quality depends very much on the

following consonants, which bring the vowel to a

sudden close. This is particularly obvious before

a final consonant, as in ab, where there is often no

separate consonantal sound at all, the impression of

a consonant being produced by the peculiar way in^_
which the vowel is brought to an end. 'tKH

There are no accented vowels at the beginning o^^t
German words ; the glottal stop always precedes.

With the exception of [a] in the interjections da,

ja, na and of ' unaccented e ' = [9], all final vowels .

are long : ja [ja:], Anna [?ana:], Juni [ju:ni:]. J

Consonants.

§ 185. In English there is often assimilation of

the place of articulation. Thus in [k, g] the closure

is effected at various points of the tongue ridge and

palate, as in lack, lick, or log, leg. Frequently [s] or

[z] becomes [J] before [J], as in this sheep ; there is

partial assimilation in the change of [s] to [J] before

[j], as in this year. Sometimes a nasal is partially

assimilated to a follo'vving sound ; thus [n] may be-

come [y]] in can go.—Most of these changes are con-

fined to rapid colloquial speech.
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The manner of articulation is variously affected by

neighbouring sounds. When two identical stops

meet, as in coat-tail, only one is spoken, and it is

long only in emphatically distinct speech. Such

combinations as [t] + [d], as in sit down, are often

reduced to a simple sound also, the second sound

being preferred as a rule. When two different stops

come together, e.g. [k] + [t], as in acting, the second

closure is usually made before the first is opened
;

this opening being then unaccompanied by an ex-

plosion. In cases like open, the [n] closure is made I

before the explosion of the [p]. When the stops [t]

and [k] are followed by [1], as in atlas, clean, they

often explode laterally, i.e. the opening is at the sides

only. When three consonants come together, the

middle sound often disappears, as in jumped, acts

(in careless speech)
;

particularly when a related

nasal precedes and follows a stop, as in don't know.

Voiceless stops are aspirated before accented

vowels ; but there is no aspiration when another

sound precedes the stop, which is closely connected

with it ; compare take and stake, peak and speak.

Assimilation of voiceless to voiced, and voiced to

voiceless, sounds is a marked feature in the inflection

of substantives and verbs ; note the [d, t] in lagged,

lacked, and the [z, s] in bids, bits. The plural

forms in [vz], e.g. loaves, and in [Sz], e.g. baths, are

similar cases.

Before and after voiceless sounds, the liquids often ,

tend to lose their ' voice ' partially, as in plot, pelt. I

When voiced consonants occur initially they are

usually voiceless at the very beginning; and when
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they occur finally they become voiceless at the very

end ; zeal almost = [szirjl], is almost = [izs].

Final r is, as a rule, preserved by 'liaison'; com-

pare there and there is, and see § 103.

§ 186. In French the difference in the place of

articulation of [k, g] is more marked than in Eng-

lish; compare cas with 'guttural' [k] and qui with_^|
'palatal' [k]. »

In the manner of articulation French shows features ' ^

which differ from our own. When two identical

stops, e.g. [tt], come together they are pronounced

long. When different stops meet, e.g. [kt], each has^HB
its own explosion, as in acte. IJI
When there is voiced -f- voiceless consonant or

voiceless 4- voiced consonant, we usually find pro-

gressive assimilation, i.e. in the first case both become

''-'voiceless, e.g. [bs] becomes [ps] in absolu, and in the ^

second case both become voiced, e.g. [sg] becomes \
[zg] in second.—Liquids and semi-vowels tend to

adapt themselves to a preceding voiceless sound, e.g.

[pi, pj] becomes [pc] in pied.

Before a nasal consonant [b, d, g] are often nasal-

. ised, especially if a nasal vowel precedes; e.g. [d]

^ ''' becomes [n] in point de mire. ^(/u.oM <M (vju^O. , \^'-

Initially we find long consonants as the result

of contraction ; thus [d -f- 1] becomes [t -i- 1] and then

[t:] in de temps en temps. ^,

I

Finally the liquids [1] and [r], following a cojir

' sonant, lose their ' voice ' and are often dropped, as

in peuple, chambre. Emphasis may lengthen a final

consonant, e.g. [1:] in seul

!

4^'

J"-
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Many otherwise silent consonants are preserved by
' liaison

'
; e.g. [t] in petit k, petit, attend-il. The [1]

of il is—in ordinary conversation—only retained in

' liaison ' ; compare il a and il va. Inconvenient

combinations of consonants at the end of words are

sometimes made easier by the addition of [a], as in

reste.

§ 187. In German the effects of assimilation are

very similar to those in English.

Owing to a difference in the place of articulation

we distinguish ch [c], as in ich, and ch [x], as in ach.

(Compare also the treatment of g in lagan, liegen,

when it is pronounced as a continuant [la:gon, li:jan].)

The stops [<7, k] also vary according to the next vowel

sound, as in kund, Kind.

A [p] before [f], as in Pferd, is occasionally labio-

dental ; and [s] is sometimes assimilated to [J] as in

Hausschliissel. These changes are, ho'^vever, confined

to rapid colloquial speech ; as also the assimilation of

nasals iti cases like Anbau, glauben, which become

[Pambaii], [glaiibm], or Unkunde, merken, which

become [?U7;kundo], [merkr^].

As far as the rtviiner of articulation is concerned,

German agrees with English in the following cases :

[t] + [t], as in not thun
;

[t] + [d],i as in hast du
;

[k] + [t], as in Akte
;

[t]-l-[l] and [k]-l-[l], as in

Bettler, Gaukler.

When there is a stop + related nasal, the explosion

of the stop in the oral passages is usually replaced

^ Here [t(:)] and [d:] are both frequently heard.
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by the opening of the velum, i.e. by a nasal (or velar,

faucal) explosion (compare § 119).

AVhen there is nasal + related stop and consonant,

the middle sound is often lost, as in pumpte, especi-

ally if the third sound is a related continuant, as

in Lanze [lan(t)s8].

German agrees with English in the aspiration of

stops before accented vowels; compare [t^] in Tier^i
and [t] in Stier. JHI

In a great part of Germany g is a voiced continu-
'

ant between vowels, as in lagen, liegen; in somo^i
parts b also, as in leben. iHI
The assimilation of voiceless sounds to voiced

neighbouring sounds is regarded as incorrect, but

is often found, e.g. ss in Wasser, Strasse is pro-

nounced [z] ; the opposite is more frequent, e.g. [ps]

for [pz] in Absicht. Liquids before or after voiceless

sounds, as in kalt, klein, lose their ' voice ' partially

or altogether.

A nasalising—due to a premature lowering of the

velum—is often found in words like Signal, when

gn = [rjii] instead of [^^n].

When voiced consonants occur initially, they are

usually voiceless at the very beginning; thus so

almost = [szo:].

The only voiced consonants which occur finally are

[1, m, n, rj, r] ; hence d in Land is [t], though in

Lande it is [d]. The same applies to the consonant

ending a syllable, before a suffix beginning with a

consonant ; therefore b in liebte (and in lieblich also,

though there is some variation here) = [p], while in
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lieble it is [b] because 1 here belongs to the stem of

the word. In lieb' ich we have [b], for it is not

really final, inasmuch as it is within the breath

group; but here we may also have [p], if the two

words are spoken slowly and distinctly.
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a sounds, 42 ; neutral or pure
[a], 31, 42; 'clear' [a], 42

;

English [a], 42
accent, dynamic = force ; musi-

cal= pitch ; 'of time or

duration,' 110 ; of syllable,

111 ; level, 112 ; of word,
112 ; chief and secondary,
112 ; of sentence, 112

;

rhythmic, 115, 116, 121

d.c'h-Laut, 69
' Adam's apple,' 3

adjusting (or arytenoid) carti-

lages, 4, 8

affected speech, ix

affricate ( = stop + related con-

tinuant), 113
alphabet, phonetic, 17
alveolar continuants, 71

;
[r],

78 ; alveoles, 13
angle of jaws, 11

antepalatal stops, etc. = front

stops, etc.

apical, 71

Articulation of the larynx,

20; of the mouth, 25,65; of

the tongue against the hard
palate : diagram of [i^

60 ; [v], 60 ; fe], 61
;

[0"

61 ; fe], 61
; [<; , 70

; ^
73

;
[s], 75 ;

[r], 79 ; [1]

81
; [t], 89 ; basis of articu

lation, 98
arytenoid (or adjusting) carti

lages, 4, 8

' ascending diphthongs,' 44,

49, 112
aspirate (= stop-f h), 86, 114,

133, 136
assimilation, 129

;
progressive,

134
Association phondtique inter-

nationaUj 17
Atemgruppen = breath groups
Atemtakte=\>re3X\i groups

back articulation of tongue
and palate, 30 ; back con-

tinuants, 12, 67, 68 ; back
nasal, 12, 91 ; back of

tongue, 11 ; back stops, 12,

87 ; back vowels, 31, 33
bars of speech, 102
basis of articulation, 98

;

French, 99 ; German, 100
bilabial contiimants, 13, 82

;

bilabial nasal, 13, 94 ; bi-

labial stops, 13, 90
blade of tongue, 11

breath groups, 102
breathing, 1, 5, 10

bronchial tubes, 1

burr, Northumbrian, 68

cartilaginous (or whispering)
glottis, 4

children, misconception as to

aptitude for learning mother
tongue, 14

' clear ' [a], 42
139
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clearing the throat, 6, 24
close vowels, 31, 36
closed syllable, 107
compound words : English,

113 ; German, 119
consonants, 12, 66 ; table of

English, French, German,
95

continuant, 12, 66
coronal, 42, 56, 57
'correct speech,' viii

coughing, 6, 24
crescendo = increase of force

cricoid (or ring) cartilage, 3

decrescendo= decrease of force,

111

dental continuants, 13, 71 ;

dental nasal, 13, 93 ; dental
stops, 13, 89

descending diphthongs, 112
designation of sounds, 17 ; of

length, force, pitch, etc.,

103.

diphthongising, 131

diphthongs, ascending, 44, 49,

112 ; descending, 112
dissimilation, 129
dorsal, 67

dorso-apical, 71

dorsum = ridge

double stop= long stop

'drawling,' 101
duration= length
dynamic accent= force

e sounds, 45 ; close [e], middle
[e], open [e], more open [sej,

45
elocution, teachers and man-

uals of, viii

emphasis= force

enclitics, 22
epiglottis, 5

exhalation, 1

expiration, 1

explosive= stop

falling tone, 123
falling-rising tone, 123
faucal stop, 86, 136
force, 111 ; vowels, 111

sonants, 112
fricative= continuant
front articulation of tongu
and palate, 30 ; front con-

tinuants, 12, 67, 69 ; front

nasal, 12, 91 ; front of

tongue, 11 ; front stops, 12,

87 ; front vowels, 31 ; with-

out lip rounding, 45 ; with
lip rounding, 53

g, pronunciation of Germi
69, 71

gliding, 66, 70, 83

glottal stop, 6, 24
glottis, 4 ; full opening, 20

;

slight opening, 20 ; closure,

24
groupes de souffle = breath

gi'oups ; de force = stress

groups
guttural stops, etc. = back

stops, etc.

guttural -palatal= mixed

h sounds, 59
;

[h], 6, 10,

20 ; voiced, 21 ; h aspir^e,

muette, 23
half-long, 104
half-short, 108
half-strong syllable, 112
hard palate, 10
Rauptton, 23
held, 66, 70, 83
high tone, 123
hissing sounds, 72, 75
hushing sounds, 72

I

i sounds, 50 close [i], open
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ich-Laut, 71

'imitated pronunciation, 'vii,

14

'inaudible,' 102
inhalation, 1

interdental, 77
intonation= pitch

jaw, lower, 11 ; angle of jaws,

11

1 sounds, 80 ; 1 inouille, 81

labial stops, etc. = lip stops,

etc.

labialised, 130
labiodental continuants, 13,

82 ; stop, 91

larynx, 2 ; articulation of, 20
lateral formation, 72
length, 104 ; of vowels : Eng-

lish, 105 ; French, 106

;

German, 107; of consonants :

English, 109 ; French, 109
;

German, 110
level stress or accent, 112
liaison, English, 56, 79, 134

;

French, 88, 90, 135
lingual r, 68, 78
lingual stops, etc. = dental

stops, etc.

lip continuants, 82 ; nasal, 94,

stops, 90
lip-lip stops, etc. = bilabial

stops, etc.

lips, 11 ; protrusion, 30

;

rounding, 30
lip-teeth continuants = labio-

dental continuants
liquids, 77
lisping sounds, 77
long stop, nasal or liquid, 85,

104, 109
low articulation of tongue and

palate, 30, 42
low tone, 123
lower jaw, 11

Maitre Phoii6tique, Le, 17
media, 85
medial formation, 72
medio-palatal articulation of

tongue and palate, 30, 42
middle articulation of tongue
and palate, 30, 42

middle tone, 123
' mixed ' sounds : vowels, 56

;

[ii], 34
; [6], 38

;
[a], 56

;

[r], 78
momentary, 104
Morgagni, sacculus of, 5

nwuilU (or palatalised), 129
;

1, 81

mouth, 9 ; articulation of the,

25, 65 ; resonance of the, 30
muscles which act on the ad-

justing cartilages, 8

musical accent= pitch

mutes, 85

NachdmcTcsgruppen = stress

groups
Nachdruckstakte= stress groups
narrow fonnation of vowels,

32 ; of consonants, 67
'nasal twang,' 13

nasal vowels, 10, 58
; [0], [c],

[S], [a], 58
nasalising, 136
nasals, 10, 12, 91

Nehenton, 23
' neutral ' vowel [a], 35, 56
Northumbrian burr, 68

nose, 13 ;
' speaking through

the nose,' 14

sounds, 36 ; close [0], mid-
dle [0], open [0], 37 ; mixed
[oj, 38

6 sounds, 54 ; close [0], open
[CE], 54

open syllable, 107
open vowel, 36
oral vowels, 10, 33
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organs of speech, 1 ; of

breathing, 1 ; of articula-

tion and resonance, 2

orthography, conventional,

vii, 17

over- long, 108
over-short, 108

palatal [a] = clear [a]

palatal stops, etc. = front stops,

etc.

palatalised, 129
palate, soft, 9 ; hard, 10

pharynx, 9

pitch, 123
plosive= stop

point of tongue, 11

point stops, etc. = dental stops,

etc.

postdental, 77
postpalatal stops, etc. = back

stops, etc.

prealveolar, 90
predorsal, 71

Primer of Spoken English, Dr
Sweet's, ix

principal accent = chief accent
' pronunciation, imitated,' vii,

14

protrusion of lips, 30
public speaking, x
punctuation, 103,

pure a, 31

pure vowels = r 2. vowels

quantity= length

r sounds, 78
range of human voice, 9

recitative, 123
resonance of the mouth, 30
rhythm, 115, 116, 121
ridge of tongue (or dorsum),

11

rims of tongue, 11

ring (or cricoid) cartilage, 3

rising tone, 123
rising- falling tone, 123
rolled r, 78
rounded, 130
rounding of lips, 30

sacculus of Morgagni, 5
shield (or thyroid) cartilage, 3

shifting, 113
short, 104
sibilants, 72
slack = wide
' slovenly ' speech,
' soft breath,' 22
* soft ' consonants,
soft palate, 9

song, 123
sonority, 126
sounds, table of, 1

spirants = continuants
spiritus asper, 20
spiritus lenis, 24
standard speech, viii

stops, 12 ; without nasal reso-

nance, 85 ; articulation of a
stop, 85

stress = force, accent
stressed= accented
stress groups, 102
' strong forms,' viii, 22, 48,

115, 117
strong syllable, 112
strongest accent= chief accent

supradental= alveolar

syllable, formation of, 127

;

strong, half-strong or weak,
112

teeth stops, etc. = dental stops,

etc.

tense = narrow
tenuis, 85
thyroid (or .shield) cartilage, 3

tone, uniform, high, middle or

low, rising, falling, rising-

falling, falling-rising, 123

I
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ix)ne of voice,' 9, 124
tongue, 11, 28, 29, 30
trilled r, 78
'twang, nasal,' 13

u sounds, 33 ; close [u],

open [ii], 33 ; mixed [ii],

34

tt sounds, 55 ; voiced [y] and
voiceless [x], 55

'unaccented e,' German, 57
uniform tone, 123
untrilled r, 78

uvula, 9

uvular [r], 67, 68

velar stops, etc. = back stops,

etc. ;
' velar stop ' also =

faucal stop

velum, 9

ventriloquist, 14

vocal chords, 4 ; false vocal

chords, 5

voice, 7

vgiced, 7, 66

voiceless, 7, 66 ; vowels {i.e.

h sounds), 59

voice glottis, 4

vowels, 30 ; nasal, 10, 58 ; pure
or oral, 1 0, 33 ;

' neutral

'

[a], 35, 56; 'mixed' [ii], 34 ;

• mixed ' [b], 38 ; back, 33 ;

middle, 42; front, 45; mixed,
56 ; voiceless {i.e. h sounds),

59 ; English, 62 ; French,
63 ; German, 64

Vowel triangle, 27 ; tongue
positions, 28, 29

Voyelle consonnante, 105 ; fnjl-

labique, 105

Walter Crane Headers, Miss
Dale's, ix

' weak forms,' viii, 22, 48, 114,

115, 117
weak syllable, 112
wheezing, 21

whispering, 7

whispering (or cartilaginous)

glottis, 4

wide formation of vowels, 32
;

of consonants, 67

Zdpfchen r= uvular [r]

[>] (glottal stop), 24
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